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Free Tibet! Solidarity
with Chinese workers!
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BY CHARLIE SALMON

IF China's Stalinist bureaucrats hoped
the Olympic torch relay would draw
attention away from their crackdown in

Tibet, they must now be sorely disap-
pointed. As the torch paraded through
London on 6 April, its bearers were met by
a succession of protesters, some of whom
attempted to snatch and extinguish the
flame.

After welcoming the flame — flanked
throughout its journey by Chinese security
drawn from a paramilitary organisation, the
“People’s Armed Police”! — into Downing
Street, Gordon Brown and Tessa Jowell
issued restrained words of criticism against
human rights abuses in China and Tibet. 

Their words are meaningless cover for
increasingly cordial relations with the
brutal Chinese regime. We should not
allow Brown’s weasel words of criticism to
mask what the London parade was really
all about: boosting Beijing and its global
aspirations. Rather than being the “journey
of harmony” touted by China, for them the
torch relay was little more than a shameless
promotional opportunity.

China’s population — approximately one
third of the world’s total — is oppressed by
a vicious dictatorship. Under normal
circumstances human rights and independ-
ent workers’ organisations suffer from
persecution, harassment and arrest. In the
run-up to the Olympics, any and all opposi-
tion will be crushed. The already hyper-
exploited Chinese workers and oppressed
minorities will face even greater restric-
tions.

The first duty of socialists in Britain is to
expose China for what it really is. To do
otherwise is to remain silent on a regime
that in scale is the biggest oppressor on the
planet — a regime headed by a self-repro-
ducing clique of vicious bureaucrats. 

The Chinese leadership knows full well
the fate of its Stalinist counterparts in other
parts of the world. China’s rulers seem
convinced that by binding themselves to
the world economy and maintaining repres-
sive measures at home, their regime will
escape this fate. The pageantry around the
Olympics helps them realise this goal. 

But they forget one thing: however much
they build economic relations abroad,
however much they are assisted in their
global charm offensive by the likes of
Gordon Brown, however much they grind
down opposition at home, the Chinese
working class will continue to grow.

And those fighting for self-determination
in Tibet — as with the Tienanmen square
protesters almost twenty years ago — show
that resistance is possible. A free Tibet and
international solidarity with Chinese work-
ers will defeat China's Stalinist rulers! That
day cannot come too soon.



2 NEWS

BY MARTIN THOMAS

FORTY socialist candidates will be stand-
ing in the local government elections on
1 May, under the umbrella of the

Socialist Green Unity Coalition.
The Alliance for Green Socialism is stand-

ing 13 candidates in Leeds, and a scattering
elsewhere. The Socialist Party, this year, will
focus its effort on winning re-election for its
best-known elected local councillor, Dave
Nellist in Coventry, and is standing 12 candi-
dates elsewhere. The Democratic Labour Party
is running a number of candidates in Walsall.

The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty (AWL)
and Solidarity have joined with the AGS, the
Socialist Party, the Democratic Labour Party
and others in the Socialist Green Unity
Coalition, and will support our socialist coali-
tion partners’ candidates.

Also in the spirit of pressing for maximum
left unity, collaboration, and dialogue, AWL is
backing the SWP/Respect “Left List” in the
London mayor and Greater London Assembly

elections, despite the fact that the Left List’s
platform is not really socialist.

“Throughout the main English-speaking
economies, earnings disparities have reached
extremes not seen since the age of The Great
Gatsby... The [dominant] model of capitalism
looks tarnished and an awkward question
hangs over the free market process...” That is
the Financial Times, no less, on 8 April.

Who will ask that awkward question and
provide answers? We should have been able to
run more socialist candidates! To get more, we
need more left unity and more activists on the
left.

These are the main themes from the two
biggest parties’ pitches for 1 May:

One: “Giving people more opportunity and
power over their lives... Making families
stronger and society more responsible... In a
world where our economy is richer but our
society is poorer, we must recognise that we’re
all in this together and not allow anyone to be
left behind... Strengthen the ties that bind soci-

ety together... Making Britain safer and
greener”.

Two: “Our starting point is, and always will
be, the struggles and the hopes and ambitions
of hard-working families... Safer and cleaner
streets... Every community in England to have
its own dedicated neighbourhood police team
patrolling the streets... Better value for
money... Greener spaces... Better deal for
young people... Healthier communities”.

Which is Tory and which is Labour...? The
lack of political substance in the differentia-
tion between the two pitches highlights how
Labour has disenfranchised the working class.
It has cut off the channels by which trade
unions and local Labour Parties could demo-
cratically shape Labour Party policy.

Because of the remaining, very strained,
links between Labour and the grass-roots
labour movement, AWL members will vote
Labour where there is no socialist candidate,
and Labour no.2 in London.

Quiz answer: One is Tory, Two is Labour.

Vote socialist where you can

The Socialist Workers’ Party used to say
that standing in elections always led you to

drift to the right — that’s no excuse for doing
it themselves. This postcard handed out by

SWP’s “Left List” argues for the reintroduc-
tion of twee 1950s-style Routemaster buses,
which drivers organised in the T&G union

refuse to drive on safety grounds. 

Continued from back page
The MDC's previous manifestos did not

talk about bread and butter issues - they
were based entirely on blaming the govern-
ment for the economic meltdown. They have
now adopted the People's Charter drafted by
the People's Convention, which promises
things like free education, free healthcare
and other demands we have always urged on
the MDC.

At the same time, the MDC is continuing
its obvious mistake of relying on the western
powers and the courts rather than mobilising
the masses. Meanwhile, Zanu PF seems to
be gaining confidence again: they have
launched fresh farm invasions and filled the
streets with police to intimidate the people,
and it is they who have taken the lead in
challenging parliamentary results, not the
opposition.

PROSPECTS OF AN MDC VICTORY IN
THE RUN OFF

BOTH dissident Zanu PF candidate Simba
Makoni and the other MDC faction, which
supported him, have pledged support for the
Tsvanirai in the run off. It will be very diffi-
cult for Mugabe to survive.

Yet history may repeat itself. In 2000
Mugabe lost the constitutional referendum,
but through decisive action went on to 2002
elections. The legislation establishing a run
off if a candidate fails to garner a majority
of votes was crafted in 2002 in order to have
the first round as a test and allow strategic
changes Zanu PF to win in the second round.
Hence the farm invasions, the threat to seize
all mines and rhetoric about forcing infla-
tion-proof pay rises.

Zanu PF is still confident, which is why
the MDC emissaries requesting a govern-
ment of national unity were turned away
without talks.

THE ISO'S POSITION ON THE RUN OFF
WE had an ISO central committee meeting
on 5 April at which we consulted with all
our branches nationwide about whether to
stick with our previous perspective of no
support for the MDC.

The general consensus was that we should
now unconditionally but critically support
the MDC in the run off, for one purpose - to
remove Mugabe - without creating illusions
with the MDC, who offer more or less the
same economic programme as Zanu PF.

The overwhelming support the MDC
received across the country indicates a rising

working people’s movement in resistance to
the dictatorship; it would be wrong for us to
remain outside such a movement.

We do not forget that in its journey to
today, the MDC has gone through an uncon-
cealed class purge, removing rank-and-file
members from influential positions. The
party's parliamentary candidates are, with a
few honourable exceptions, dominated by
business people and the middle classes, fully
geared for neoliberal economic policies.

People have no illusions in the MDC; they
support it as a means to bring down the
dictatorship, not an end in itself.

Consider the levels of economic crisis in
Zimbabwe, caused by western-imposed
sanctions, it would be wrong to ignore the
fact that working people are most affected
by such sanctions. Obviously if the MDC
wins power the sanctions will be removed
and there will be some sort of economic
stability, though it might not be that much.

For these reasons, and after considering
advice last year from the SWP leadership,
who urged us to establish some fraternal
relations with the MDC, our central commit-
tee agreed that were wrong not to participate
in the movement for change - though right to
urge no illusions in the MDC. An MDC
victory would mean an opening up of the
democratic space sealed off by Mugabe.

ZIMBABWEAN WOMEN TAKE TO 
THE STREETS

From Women of Zimbabwe Arise

WOZA was due to take to the streets of
Bulawayo on Wednesday 9 April to call on
the Zimbabwe Electoral Commission to
release the results of the presidential elec-
tion.

Having watched and waited to see if
anyone would mobilise non-violent action,
and having seen none to date, members of
WOZA planned to begin their rollout of
peaceful actions at in Bulawayo at 1pm. The
protest should proceed through the city
centre for several blocks.

Our aim is to put pressure on the ZEC to
release the true results of the presidential
election, and call for an end to the state-
sponsored violence that has been reported in
rural areas.

By demonstrating, we are exercising our
rights to freedom of expression and assem-
bly in defiance of the Public Order Security
Act. It was not clear what the reaction of the
security forces was going to be.

• www.wozazimbabwe.org

BY JACK YATES

ONE of Gordon Brown’s last acts as
chancellor was to introduce a new “tax
simplification” scheme. The scheme,

coming into effect this week, abolishes the 10p
income tax rate for childless workers under the
age of 65 who earn less than £18,500. What is
dressed up as a tax “simplification” is in fact a
direct attack on five million low waged workers.

These moves come in the wake of a Treasury
Select Committee report that slammed Alistair
Darling’s optimism on the general financial
outlook. The chancellor has already slashed
growth forecasts from 2.5%-3% to 1.75%-
2.25% and projected a £7bn increase in borrow-
ing projections from £36bn to £43bn. The report
also raised concerns about child poverty reduc-
tion targets. 

The government had originally committed
itself to halving child poverty by 2010-11 but
the Select Committee report stated that the
mechanisms by which this will be achieved
remain “ambiguous”. 

The Select Committee’s concerns have been
echoed by around 70 Labour MPs who signed
up to a series of Commons Motions expressing
opposition to the 10p rate abolition. But how
many of these same MPs eagerly approved of
the swingeing three-year below inflation pay
deals for the public sector? 

On 7 April the government announced a
three-year deal for nurses and other NHS work-
ers. Salaries will “increase” by 2.75% this year,
by 2.4% in 2009/10 and 2.25% in 2010/11. A
newly qualified nurse working for the NHS has
a current annual salary of £15,445. Under the
deal this will go up to £15,792, but with infla-
tion at 4.1% nurses will lose around £300 in
real terms. Add to this the abolishment of the
10p tax rate, and low paid workers like nurses
really begin to lose out.

Darling and Brown have committed them-
selves to a course of action that will benefit
certain sections of the workforce at the expense
of already embattled low paid workers. All the
more reason to push for determined industrial
action in defence of public sector pay.

BY GERRY BATES

AHOUSE of Lords Committee headed
by former CBI president, Lord Vallance
of Tummel, has attacked the govern-

ment in a report "The Economic Impact of
Migration". The committee claims that immi-
gration has had "little or no [economic] impact"
in contrast to claims by Immigration Minister,
Liam Byrne, that £6bn has been brought into
the economy by migration. 

The Tories, Lib Dems and Sir Andrew Green
from the right-wing MigrationWatch organisa-
tion have all jumped on the issue. Green
claimed that the report has "torn to shreds the
government's economic case for the massive
levels of immigration which they have actively
encouraged."

It's no surprise that a House of Lords
Committee produced such a report. It's even less
of a surprise that an anti-immigration
campaigner like Andrew Green has spun the
news in this way. Both have their own reac-
tionary agendas to peddle.

Alan Fraser, Education Officer for
the GMB Southern Region, who has
built a 500 strong branch of migrant workers
takes a different view:"The House of Lords
comments on the economic benefits are a bit
rich in my opinion. There's a large group of
economically active people between the age of
18 and 40 who have been trained and skilled in
their own countries. Britain has not paid for
this training. If I want my granny looked after in
a care home, the carer is likely to be a highly
skilled migrant worker. Migrant workers are
consumers as well as producers, they contribute
to the overall well-being of the economy.
Employers are happy with migrant workers
because they can exploit them more than other
workers. The economic argument is a red-
herring. 

We still live in a capitalist economy, it's still
about exploiting the workers to make a profit.
This is the issue. They don't care about general
economic benefits. This report is about demon-
ising migrant workers, we're about organising

Kick out Mugabe!Organise migrant workers

Government attacks 
low-paid ... again



IT is time for the trade union movement to
face facts with New Labour. Time to draw up
a balance sheet on the process of disen-

franching the working class that began with the
Thatcher government in 1979. In some key
aspects what Brown and Blair have done to the
Labour Party has completed Thatcher’s work.

Three recent events demand of socialists and
trade unonists that we recognise where things
are now in the labour movement.

The first was the departure of Tony Blair and
the succession of Gordon Brown to his position
as prime minister and leader of the Labour
Party.

For years people at the top of the trade union
movement had looked to Brown as the “old
Labour” — or, even more fantastically, socialist
— king-over-the-water who would in the full-
ness of time restore the old Labour Party. That
was never other than a vapid fantasy, an excuse
for doing nothing — an anthem of cowardice
and irresponsibility — for kow-towing to the
ruling Blairites.

In reality Brown and Blair were almost identi-
cal twins. Brown is Blair’s other self.

The second event gave the conclusive answer
to those who had illusions in Brown. He has
abolished entirely all that had survived of the
old parliament of the labour movement,
Labour’s Annual Conference.

At Bournemouth last autumn, he pushed
through a ruling that unions and local Labour
Parties can no longer put motions to the confer-
ence.

That wiped out what was left of trade-union
and local Party power in the Labour Party. The
unions and the local Labour Parties are rendered
essentially voteless and powerless in the Labour
Party structures.

The unions remain affiliated; they remain the
main financiers of the Labour Party; but now
their only right and power is that of humble
lobbyists and petitioners of ministers. They have
no more rights than the unions which support
the Democratic Party in the USA. Arguably,
they have less influence in the Labour Party now
than the US unions have in the Democratic
Party.

For a certainty, in the Labour Party today, the
unions have less obvious influence than the
unions had on the Liberal Party before the
formation of the Labour Party in 1900-06. The
unions then had a bloc of a dozen or so “Lib-
Lab” MPs, elected under the flag of the Liberal
Party but financed (MPs were then not paid) by
the unions and directly answerable to them.
Soon after forming a government in 1906, the
Liberals legislated to undo the crippling effects
on the unions of the Taff Vale Judgement of
1901 (making unions liable for losses caused to
an employer by a strike), and in 1913 it legis-
lated to undo the 1911 Osborne Judgement
(which crippled the unions in politics by
banning political expenditure by them).

New Labour has not repealed the Tory anti-
union legislation of the 1980s, which outlawed
much of effective trade unionism, including all
“solidarity” action with other workers and
unions.

THE third event is the reaction of the
Labour-affiliated trade unions — not only
of the top trade union leaders — to the

first two events. They are accepting the formal
abolition of Labour Party conference without a
fight! Without even loud protest!

The responses will not all be “in” until after
the end of this year’s round of union confer-
ences and of the current campaign within
TGWU-Amicus-Unite to force a special confer-
ence of that union. But so far, having waited
passively for years on the coming of Brown, the
unions remain passive when Brown continues
Blair’s hatcheting work on the old political
labour movement.

Indeed, some trade unionists rationalise what
they are doing now in terms of what they and
their predecessor had already done: there was so
little left of the old Labour Party conference, as
a living annual parliament of the labour move-
ment, that... what the hell! It’s not worth fighting
over, “dividing the movement”, risking let the
Tories win the next election...

The wretched leaders of the British labour

movement have let themselves be turned into
powerless political beggars and supplicants,
humbly trying to catch the ear of “Labour”
ministers.

With odd sops, such as the minimum wage,
thrown to the working class, New Labour
governs as the unashamed party of the rich,
promoting and protecting their interests. Just as
the “Thatcher project” “Americanised” British
society, so New Labour has gone a long way
towards “Americanising” the British party
system.

Look back over the process of change, and
the fact hits you full in the face: the Labour
Party founded over 100 years ago by some
unions and socialist organisations is dead.

The disenfranchisement here is not only of
the unions and the local Labour Parties, within
the Labour Party, but also, and to an enormous
extent, of the working class as such.

Without our own political party, workers’
right to vote in elections is vastly diminished.
The rich exercise power through their wealth,
through their control of the media, through the
institutions of the state (staffed at the top by
people tied by a thousand strings of education,
family, and life to the ruling class), and through
governments and government ministers directly
representative of the moneyed class.

The working class has no such instruments,
channels, influences except its organisations, the
unions, and — a great deal less so, but so
nonetheless for many decades — the political
party linked to its organisations. In the old
Labour Party the working class had a say
through the democratic structures, by way of
debates and resolutions.

In fact the labour movement had no direct
power over Labour governmments — no-one
should pretend otherwise, or idealise the old
Labour Party — but it had serious influence.
The attempt of the Labour government in 1969
to bring in union-disabling legislation provoked
mass strikes, days of action, and demonstrations,
but it was finally defeated within the structures
of the labour movement. The Labour Party “in
the country” and the unions were able to coun-
terpose themselves to the measures of a Labour
government, and thwart them.

For that sort of thing to happen, there has to
be a functioning, living Labour Party. No such
party exists any more.

THIS is an enormous event. It is the culmi-
nation of a process of strangling the
Labour Party which has been going on

over two decades. Short of some startling about-
turn in the coming months, the Bournemouth
conference has to be taken as the formal
announcement of the death of the Labour Party.
To use the language Rosa Luxemburg used
about the German Social Democratic Party in
1914: The Labour Party is a stinking corpse!

The Blair-Brownites have built on
Thatcherism, and on the tremendous defeats
inflicted on the working class by Thatcherism,
to kill of the old  Labour Party. To a consider-
able extent, Blair and Brown have reaped the
political harvest for the ruling class of what
Thatcher sowed and left to ripen.

The leader of the party, elected by the plebisc-
itary pseudo-democracy of one person one
(postal) vote, has been raised above the party
and its affiliated trade unions into a Bonaparte
figure with enormous political power. Labour is
now a species of elective monarchy.

The leader’s “office” — lieutenants, advisers,
spin-liars, etc. — financed by big capitalist
donations and state funds, is the real centre of
the party. All key policy and other decisions are
taken there, outside all possible control by the
party or the unions. When the leader is also
Prime Minister, his power vis-à-vis the party is
vastly increased. For practical purposes, on a
day-to-day basis, it is absolute.

There is central control over Labour candida-
cies at parliamentary and local government
level. The possibility of rank-and-file initiative
and control through selection and deselection of
candidates has been virtually wiped out

The enormous devaluation of its vote in elec-
tions which the destruction of its own party
inflicts on the working class is part of a long-
term devaluation of the franchise in British soci-
ety.The atrophying and accelerated bureaucrati-
sation of Parliament parallels the changes in the
Labour Party and reinforces them.

Where in theory Parliament controls the exec-
utive, the reality is that the Government rigidly
controls Parliament, by way of controlling its
majority. Mass revolts by MPs still happen. The
norm, however, has been for the parliamentary
Labour Party to be as powerless as the Labour
Party “in the country”. The remarkable absence
of any wider consequences or reverberations in
the labour movement from the revolts in
Parliament is one of the proofs that the old
Labour Party is dead.

The decisive changes are not, it must be
stressed, primarily a matter of the policies of
New Labour, important though those are to
defining what New Labour is, and inextricably
linked though they are  with what the Blair-
Brownites have done to the Labour Party struc-
tures.

Decisive here are the changes in structures
and in relationships between the Party and the
unions, the blocking-off of the channels of
working-class representation and of possible
effective labour-movement opposition to Labour
government policy.

Other social-democratic formations — for
example the Australian Labor Party — have
adapted to and even pioneered neo-liberal poli-
cies without yet undergoing the same transfor-
mation of their relationship to the working class
as Blair’s New Labour. Decisive about New
Labour is the structural changes, the fact that all
the old forums and channels through which the
labour movement could discuss and pronounce
on such policies are gone or radically changed.

SOLIDARITY has long argued that nothing
short of a large scale general revolt could
break the hold of the New Labour

machine. Only a very large, determined and
simultaneous revolt could swamp the breakwa-
ters. The longer this failed to happen, the more
improbable such a revolt became.

On that level of activity, either the trade union
leaders had to lead, or they would exercise a
decisive veto. The veto remains in place, even
though nothing of the Old Labour Party does.

The trade-union political funds that help
sustain New Labour do not now operate to
secure working-class representation in
Parliament. Those funds now go to sustain an
anti-working-class government party.

The fact that the break has not been made
cleanly or completely has served to makes what
has been done less obvious than it should be and
thus works to head off moves to restore work-
ing-class political representation in opposition to
New Labour.

Without the support or tolerance of the trade
union establishment, the Blair-Brown New

Labour coup in the mid-1990s could not have
been made, or not without a major split in the
Labour Party.

The reaction now of even the best of the “left”
trade union leaders to the abolition of Labour
Party conference has to be taken as a conclusive
proof that, in any calculable circumstances, there
is going to be no trade union attempt to replace
New Labour with some version of Old Labour.

Efforts to get the affiliated unions to use
possibilities of revolt should not cease, but must
be assessed within this framework of fundamen-
tal fact.

If there is some political life now in a local
Constituency Labour Party, it cannot go beyond
local opposition. Nor can it feed into the old
national forums like National Executive and
Conference, and thus stimulate and coalesce
with other local groups. The pockets of local life
bear the same relationship to the old national
Labour Party life that rock pools bear to the
receded sea.

WHAT should socialists now want to
happen in response to this situation?
Since Blair and Brown took the lead-

ership of the Labour Party in 1994, we have
argued that the trade unions should oppose them
within the Labour structures, push things to a
break with New Labour as in 1931 they broke
with James Ramsey MacDonald, and refound a
trade-union-based Labour Party.

The absence of a coordinated , coherent union
response is a result of the weakness of revolu-
tionary Marxism as a force in the labour move-
ment; but we are where we are.

Old Labour no longer exists. New Labour is
an open, unashamed, conscienceless party of the
rich, governing the country on behalf of the rich,
promoting the growth of fantastic wealth and
inequality more stark now than for most of the
last century.

The AWL sees its primary role in work to
recreate a revolutionary left — one that can
interact healthily with the existing broad labour
movement.

Six unions are now affiliated to the unofficial
Labour Representation Comittee. Two of the
most active, RMT and FBU, are no longer affili-
ated to the Labour Party, and by all accounts it is
likely that a third, the CWU, will disaffiliate
soon.

RMT, FBU, CWU, and a fourth union (unaf-
filiated to the Labour Party) in which the call to
affiliate to the LRC has some grip, PCS, are
now — as these things go — the most politi-
cally lively unions in Britain.

For the unions together with socialist activists,
to convert the LRC into an active Workers’
Representation Committee, advancing workers’
candidates in elections, would be the best way
forward now. That is what AWL advocated at
the last LRC conference, and continues to advo-
cate.

We advocate local labour movement political
action committees, and where possible work to
develop Trades Councils so they can become
such committees. We support any solidly-based
moves by trade unions to counterpose them-
selves electorally to New Labour, of the type of
the London RMT plan (eventually not
proceeded with) to initiate a working-class slate
for the London mayor and Assembly elections.

We advocate winning support from unions, or
(the more realistic option now) from local or
regional union bodies, for authentic independent
working-class electoral challenges to New
Labour. Obviously how and when this is done is
a tactical question, but in general it is now
essential.

The central conclusion from the history of the
fragmented responses to the Blair-Brownite
coup in the Labour Party is that only a coherent
Marxist organisation can in itself act to co-ordi-
nate in any thoroughgoing way the different
responses evoked in the labour movement. We,
as a living organisation, have to respond to the
“fragments”. AWL has to co-ordinate our differ-
ent fields of work — trade union, youth,
students, in No Sweat and Feminist Fightback
— integrating them both politically and organi-
sationally as we build a new broad movement
for working-class political representation.

WHAT WE SAY 3
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The Labour Party is a stinking corpse!

Brown a socialist? Vapid fantasy!



4 INDUSTRIAL NEWS

BY ED MALTBY

AS British teachers are mobilising for
a historic strike, their French coun-
terparts are engaged in a bitter

struggle of their own, in the face of a fero-
cious government attack and a scandalously
timid union leadership.

The Sarkozy government recently
produced the Pochard Report, which repre-
sents an acceleration of the neo-liberal
educational reforms of the past decade. It
recommends greater autonomy to local
educational authorities to hire, fire and re-
allocate staff; individual contracts between
teachers and the local authority, rather than
collective statutes upheld by central govern-
ment; and the elimination of 11,200 teach-
ing posts as of September 2008, and a
further 80,000 (not a misprint!) by 2012.

New teachers will be hired on insecure
temporary contracts. The “suppression of
posts”, as it is referred to, will see class
sizes increasing dramatically, the elimina-
tion of vocational courses, and teachers
being required to teach an extra 71 hours a
year, for which they will be paid substan-
tially less than the current hourly rate. 

In all, the attacks are a clear prelude to
British-style privatisation and private-sector
involvement in state schools, the breaking
of the teaching unions’ strength, the “casu-
alisation” of teaching, and the creation of a
two-tier system for pupils, leading either to
academia and management or to deskilled
McJobs. 

The government is throwing down a
political gauntlet to the union; workplace
assemblies of teachers, unsupported by the
union itself, are taking it up.

Read more at
http://www.workersliberty.org/story/2008/04
/09/french-teachers-dispute

Anti-immigration
controls conference 

BY BECKY CROCKER

THE second trade union and communi-
ties conference against immigration
controls (London, 29 March)

brought 150-200 activists together to organ-
ise a coordinated national campaign. It
linked the politics of individual anti-depor-
tation campaigns to the fight for freedom of
movement for all. 

A speaker in the opening session, a
cleaner activist from the living wage
campaign at conference venue SOAS, intro-
duced himself, saying “I am illegal. And
because I am illegal, I am exploited”. He
saw his fight for immigration status as flow-
ing from the economic instability he fled in
Ecuador. 

John McDonnell MP proposed we follow
up by going around the country, making
arguments for solidarity — a road show for
trade unionists. In one electrifying moment,
he said that even the government must
know that the days of erecting barriers
between people are numbered and the only
rational thing we can do is fight for a world
without borders. 

Workshops focused on organising practi-
cal outcomes. Jabez Lam talked about the
raids by immigration officials in China
Town in October 2007, repetitions of which
have been frustration by joint worker-
employer action. The conference pledged to
support a planned demonstration of
Chinese, Bengali and workers from other
communities in London on 21 April. This
could be the first mass mobilisation since
new immigration laws gave increased
responsibility to employers to check immi-
gration status, have prompted a crack-down
on illegal workers. 

The session also discussed supporting
London Underground cleaners who are
being driven away from work by checks on
national insurance numbers.

Public sector workers came up with ideas
for future action to ensure the right to serv-
ices for everyone.

In a practical session on “resisting depor-
tations”, Alphonsus Okafor-Mefor, a
Nigerian activist, and Flores Sukula and
Beatrice Ketcha Guessie, drew on their
experiences of building successful anti-
deportation campaigns.

The way that immigration controls play
into the hands of the bosses by creating
“illegal”, more easily-exploitable workers,
was drawn out in the session on migrant
worker organising. All agreed that the first
thing is to recruit migrant workers into
unions. We debated whether we should
defend union members who are on the
wrong side of immigration legislation by
defying this legislation. This seems to be an
ambitious but necessary strategy, if we are
not going to let employer crack-downs drive
migrant worker organising out of existence.
A strong call was for co-ordination across
the rank and file of our unions, to take
action and tackle the prevalent anti-immi-
grant racism. 

The closing session emphasised the need
put the day’s discussions into practice. We
face a government so committed to anti-
immigrant policy that they deported 35
people to Iraq in the same week as the
conference, and a capitalist class willing to
use these laws when it suites them to curb
worker organisation, or to lay off workers
according to the economic climate. We are
keen to set up a permanent campaign. The
first follow-up meeting — open to all —
will be on 15 April.
Get involved: see www.march29th.org.uk.
or email davidlandau9@aol.com. 

BY DAVID BRODER

OVER 150 people turned out on
Saturday 22nd for a protest against the
deportation of Iranian gay 19-year-old

Mehdi Kazemi. Even though the Iranian
regime has already executed his boyfriend,
Mehdi is in limbo, with the Dutch government
and the UK Home Office refusing to let him
stay. The protest also highlighted the cases of
Pegah Emambakhsh — an Iranian lesbian
woman — and Jojo Yakob — a Syrian gay
man — also under threat of deportation.

This turnout was particularly pleasing in
that it came despite snowy weather and bitter
cold. Dozens of activists came from outside
London, including groups of students from
Edinburgh, Leeds and Manchester.

Speakers such as Sofie Buckland (NUS
Executive and Feminist Fightback) and David
Broder (Middle East Workers’ Solidarity)
highlighted the inherent racism of the immi-
gration system and called for the abolition of
borders. Similarly, demonstrators chanted

slogans including “No borders, no nations,
stop deportations!” and “Mehdi must stay!”

They furthermore pointed to the homopho-
bia of people like George Galloway who call
themselves left-wing but have refused to back
Mehdi Kazemi, instead leaping to the defence
of Iran’s theocracy. Opposing war does not
mean we have to whitewash the Iranian
regime — the anti-war movement needs to be
honest if it is to deserve support.

Other speakers at the demonstration oppo-
site Downing Street included Peter Tatchell,
Scott Cuthbertson (NUS LGBT), Chris
Strafford (Hands Off the People of Iran) and
Dave Landau (who advertised the 29 March
trade union conference against immigration
controls)

Middle East Workers’ Solidarity will
continue to defend Middle Eastern asylum
seekers from deportation and highlight the
issue of immigration controls, as well as
opposing war and supporting unions and
social movements in the region. 

For more info see the MEWS website at
www.union-solidarity.org

BY A TUBEWORKER

UNIONS have slowed London
Underground’s drive to casualise its
workforce -but by avoiding mistakes,

they could have stopped it.
For the first time, TSSA was willing to join

RMT in holding a strike ballot, and the unions
were united in their demands and strategies.
And RMT took the right step in calling an all-
grades strike ballot. Members of the two unions
voted 81% and 83% respectively for strikes; the
Executives called a 72-hour strike.

The pressure forced the employer to abandon
“mobile supervision” of stations, to withdraw a
new, weaker procedure for workers refusing to
work on safety grounds, to provide better
support and protection for signallers whose jobs
are to be abolished under restructuring, and to
back down on some other attacks too.

However, London Underground’s final posi-
tion does leave several stations without supervi-
sors on duty overnight (a break from its estab-
lished practice) with private security guards
patrolling the station instead; leaves its ticket
office cuts certain to come back another day;
does not give a satisfactory outcome to the
Bakerloo detrainment dispute; and has several
other flaws. The unions called off strike action
not just because of the progress achieved, but

because they feared that they could not deliver a
solid strike. TSSA remains a union that has not
taken strike action on the Tube since 1926, and
RMT made mistakes too.

Chief amongst these was that, once again,
members felt ill-informed. With a dispute based
on a list of defensive demands, and with
management pumping out propaganda all over
the job, it was especially important that the
unions gave members up-to-date information on
issues and developments. However, this was
almost entirely left to rank-and-file activists. 

Secondly, although balloting all grades was
the right decision, it was taken late in the
campaign, so head-in-the-sand sectionalism
promoted by ASLEF (“it doesn’t affect drivers”)
had a headstart before RMT started chasing
after it. And thirdly, the unions made organisa-
tional errors in the course of the campaign, for
instance RMT having a balloting period so short
that only a quarter of members voted.

Nonetheless, the action could and should
have continued, perhaps in a different form. But
TSSA reps voted to call off the action, and the
next day, a majority of RMT reps took the same
view.

Management have taken their first step along
the casualisation road — but the unions’ (albeit
flawed) fightback at least prevented that step
from becoming a leap.

RMT members learned with great
sadness of the untimely death on
Sunday 6 April 2008 of Greg Tucker,

secretary of RMT’s Waterloo branch since
1993 and of the union’s National Conference
of Train Crews & Shunting Grades since
1992, writes Alex Gordon on the Bristol
RMT website.

Greg had suffered a malignant throat
cancer diagnosed over a year ago.

As well as being a leading socialist activist
for over 30 years, Greg Tucker played a
crucial role in the emergence of RMT as a
democratic, fighting, industrial trade union
following the NUR-NUS merger in 1990.

Greg joined British Rail as a member of
platform staff at Vauxhall station in 1980
later becoming a guard first at Clapham Yard
and then at Waterloo depot. Following the
1988 Traincrew Agreement between BR and
the trade unions, Greg became part of the
first tranche of guards to become train driv-
ers. Along with several of his generation who
cut their trade union teeth as Guards in the
1980s, Greg maintained a fierce loyalty and
commitment to industrial trade unionism
through the NUR, and from 1990 the RMT.

In 1992 Greg was elected Secretary of
RMT’s newly formed National Conference of
Train Crews & Shunting Grades, which
merged the former Locomotive Grades with
the Guards & Shunters Grades Conference.
In a letter addressed to RMT Conference
delegates less than a week before his death,
he wrote: “I am proud of the role that I have
played in building one of the best parts of
one of the most progressive, fighting demo-
cratic unions in this country.”

Greg Tucker believed strongly in the
common interests of all workers, but specifi-
cally in the need for train drivers to defend
guards’ safety and operational responsibilities
against the encroachment of Driver Only
Operation train services as BR sought to
slash jobs and wage costs in preparation for
privatisation.

Already a leading figure within RMT as a
delegate at numerous AGMs during the
1990s, Greg campaigned against rail privati-
sation. In 1999 Greg Tucker stood as candi-
date for General Secretary of RMT. Greg was
elected onto RMT’s Council of Executives
for 1997-1998 and distinguished himself by
winning a successful strike ballot by RMT
Guards and Driver members against plans by
South West Trains to introduce Driver Only
Operation trains on their suburban services.

Following SWT’s climb down and promise
to withdraw DOO equipment, which they had
recently purchased and begun installing,
RMT’s General Grades Committee at Greg’s
insistence forced SWT’s Managing Director
to sign an affidavit to the effect that the DOO
plan was withdrawn, a humiliation which
SWT always remembered. It is Greg’s great
legacy that SWT train services remain DOO-
free with a guard on every train in passenger
service today.

On 10 June 2001, following his return to
work after standing for the Socialist Alliance
in a parliamentary General Election
campaign in Streatham against sitting Labour
MP, Keith Hill, SWT management sought to
sack Greg as a train driver and permanently
exclude him from any safety-critical position. 

Greg fought the victimisation and
triumphed at his Employment Tribunal,
which found: “the dismissal was part of a
concerted manoeuvre involving several influ-
ential members of the Respondents' manage-
ment”. 

Commenting on the veracity of the SWT
managers the Tribunal noted: “Like that of
Mr Cook, and in striking contrast with the
frank and straightforward testimony of the
Applicant, we found much of Mr Marsden's
evidence incredible, and some of it risible.”

• Funeral from 12.30 to 13.30 on
Wednesday, 16 April 2008 at West Norwood
Crematorium and Cemetery, Norwood Road,
London SE27.

A Wake to Celebrate the Life of Greg
Tucker: from 13.30 hrs at The Bread &
Roses Pub, 68 Clapham Manor St, London
SW4. 

For Janine Booth’s appreciation of the
life of Greg Tucker, visit www.workerslib-
erty.org/story/2008/04/09/
greg-tucker.rip

150 at protest to defend Mehdi Kazemi

Tube bosses’ attacks
slowed but not stopped

Obituary: Greg Tucker
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French teachers threaten action
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BY AN NUT ACTIVIST

FOR the first time in its history, the annual
conference of the National Union of
Teachers debated a motion submitted by

LGBT teachers from their own conference. The
motion, entitled “International Homophobia
and Transphobia” condemned the current levels
of anti-LGBT bigotry in Britain and the rising
tide of militant right-wing attacks on LGBT
people and Pride demonstrations around the
world. Poland, Russia, Israel and Iran were
among the places singled out for mention.

Tim Lucas and Claire Jenkins from the NUT
LGBT Working Party proposed and seconded
the motion and a number of delegates submit-
ted cards to speak in favour. At the last
moment, Ray Sirotkin (Secretary of Lambeth
NUT and an associate of Socialist Action) put
in a card against. 

Sirotkin is not the most coherent of speakers
on a good day, so it was fairly difficult to
follow his line of argument — unless you had
some understanding of his political back-
ground. After “apologising” to conference for
what he was about to do, Sirotkin accused
those who drafted the motion of pandering to
“neo-colonialist” ideas. He claimed that by
passing the motion NUT conference would
adopt a patronising “we know better than you”
attitude to the rest of the world. 

So if a state other than Britain decides to
arrest, torture and murder LGBT people, then
trade unionists — and self-proclaimed social-
ists like Ray — should keep quiet about it!

Sirotkin’s comments came just a week after
George Galloway appeared on national radio
and television to smear Mehdi Kazemi, a gay
Iranian asylum seeker facing deportation.
Galloway first claimed that those campaigning
for Mehdi to stay were “giving a pink tinge to
the khaki war machine”, and later that Mehdi’s
partner had been murdered by the Iranian
government for sexually abusing young men.

The Iranian state has made no such claim,
levelled no such charge — it is a figment of
Galloway’s imagination. So why make the
claim? Galloway may have bigoted attitudes
towards LGBT people but he’s not usually in
the business of launching homophobic press
campaigns. 

He chose to attack Mehdi and his murdered
partner because for him, the threats of war
against Iran far outweigh the persecution of
LGBT people (and women, students and trade
unionists for that matter). That Iran is threat-
ened with attack propels its government into
Galloway’s anti-imperialist camp. All other
concerns are secondary — or no concern at all.

By abstaining on this motion Ray Sirotkin,
the SWP and a large chunk of the STA shamed
themselves once again. Of still greater shame is
that two leading members of the STA
demanded an apology from one conference
delegate who defended the LGBT motion and
attacked the reactionary thinking of Sirotkin
and his supporters. 

If internationalism is to mean anything at all
there can be no qualifications, no ifs or maybes
when it comes to solidarity with LGBT people.

BY A HEALTH WORKER

Several weeks overdue, the health service
Pay Review Body finally made its recom-
mendation to the government on 4 April

— three days after the rise should have been
implemented. The PRB recommended an
increase of 2.75% — considerably below the
current inflation rate of 4.1% (based on RPI).

As if this were not bad enough, health union
officials then spent the weekend in talks with
the government and to thrash out a three-year
deal starting with the PRB’s recommended
2.75% in this year, followed by 2.4% next year
and 2.25% the year after.

There is an option to re-open negotiations on
the second two years’ pay amounts but only if
the PRB considers that there has been a “signifi-
cant and material change in recruitment and
retention and wider economic and labour
market conditions”. This is much more vague
and woolly than the commitment the teaching
unions had secured which the government
reneged on last year.

Included in the deal are some other “non-
pay” elements which will no doubt be used by
the union bureaucracy to try and sell this deal to
members. However, they are in most respects
pretty poor, and in some important areas very
dangerous.

Unison’s bid to abolish Band 1, the lowest
pay band, has turned into an agreement to get
rid of the bottom point. This move will of

course, only benefit new starters on Band 1, as
anyone working for more than a year will
already have moved above it.

Unison’s proposals to reduce the number of
incremental points in the pay bands has been
reduced to cutting the points in Band 5 —
which is the starting pay for qualified nurses —
and a commitment to look at cutting the points
in Band 6, but nothing on reducing the number
of points in lower bands.

Most dangerous is that Unison’s long stand-
ing position of reducing the working week is
now guaranteed to only be discussed within the
context of talks on “productivity improve-
ments”.

The government has declared that a three
year deal is good because it enables health
workers to plan ahead. The reality is that a three
year deal is good for them because it gets
beyond the next general election without the
risk of a national dispute in the health service
on pay.

Health workers must reject this pathetic deal
and fight now for a pay rise above inflation. 

The opportunities for united action across the
public sector are huge, but the union bureaucra-
cies are so keen to avoid any confrontation it
will take a concerted effort from the ordinary
membership of the union to push them into
action. 

The first step of that will come at Unison
Health Conference in Manchester (14-16 April)
where there will undoubtedly be emergency
motions on this issue.

MEMBERS of the Alliance for
Workers’ Liberty met in
Nottingham on Saturday 5 April

for the second in a series of trade union day
schools. The previous school took place in
the midst of the CWU dispute, this school
in the run up to 24 April, when the NUT
will take strike action possibly alongside
sections of PCS and UCU. But these schools
are not held to prepare AWL members and
sympathisers for periods of strike action —

we believe that Marxists should have a
distinct and coherent approach to trade
union work. We should not simply be the
best trade union activists, the best
recruiters to the union, the best negotiators
or the most successful of case-workers. We
should aim to bring our politics into trade
union work. The school had participatory
sessions on “Marxists in the workplace”,
“Effective publications” and “Raising big
politics”. There will be a further such
school near the end of the year.

BY JACK YATES

THE 2008 National Union of Teachers
(NUT) conference was unlike any other
in the recent past. The difference? For

almost a year NUT activists have been prepar-
ing the ground for the first national strike in
over two decades. The attack on teachers pay
and the unions' industrial response to it shaped
the opening days and determined the mood of
the rest of conference.

By the time of conference the ballot had
already opened, but results were not due for
another week (in the end 75% voted for action
on a 32% turnout). The Executive put a prior-
ity motion on pay outlining a commitment to
continue the campaign but with no time-
specific strategy for further action. 

Members of Workers' Liberty met to discuss
an amendment to the motion that would
ensure some form of action in the summer
term, thus avoiding a six month wait. We
formulated a strategy of selective action,
targeting the constituencies of cabinet minis-
ters and other leading proponents of public
sector pay cuts.

This strategy was taken to meetings of the
Socialist Teachers Alliance (STA) and the
Campaign for a Democratic and Fighting
Union (CDFU) for further discussion. Some in
the STA claimed that such action in the
summer term would be a de-escalation, but
then baulked at the idea of insisting on a time-
specific strategy altogether. Most CDFU
members felt the strategy unrealistic and un-
winnable on conference floor. Together, lead-
ing members of the STA and CDFU formu-
lated an amendment committing the Executive
to ballot for further action at the "earliest
opportunity". This passed almost unani-
mously, with the support of the right-wing of
the union.

This unanimity with the right wing demon-
strates how far the NUT has come from the
open warfare of the recent past and indicates
some of the issues facing the NUT left. There
is a semi-truce between left and right in the

union, with both sides committed to
campaigns against academies, privatisation,
workload and most recently on pay. No real
clear-red water exists between the two sides. 

This does not mean that the union is now a
happy and harmonious place, where everyone
agrees with one another — simply that very
real divisions are played down. 

The left now has a slim majority on the
National Executive with 22 out of 42 places.
The sudden death of NUT General Secretary
Steve Sinnott certainly means new elections in
the short-term. The personal tragedy for
Steve's family and close friends should not
mean a cessation of politics. The union has
committed itself to forging ahead with strike
action on the 24th and the left will play a
major role in making this day a success. 

We should go on to consider how this
action can be transformed into meaningful
gains for a democratic and fighting strategy in
the future.

BY A BIRMINGHAM CITY COUNCIL
UNISON REP

BIRMINGHAM City Council workers
will strike again on 23 and 24 April
over the council’s plans to use “single

status” negotiations to cut pay and jobs.
Unison, T&G Unite, GMB, Amicus and

UCATT made the call on 9 April. They will
stage pickets at refuse depots, schools,
libraries, offices and care homes on each
morning before joining a rally in Victoria
Square at noon on Thursday April 24.

Many years back, local government
employers and unions agreed a Single Status
“framework” at national level, to put blue-
collar and white-collar workers into a single
pay structure. But each local authority was
left to change its pay and grading structures
to fit in.

About half of all UK local authorities have
implemented some form of “Single Status”.
There have been disputes in many parts of
the country over pay cuts imposed on some
workers in order to “level them down” to

others.
Birmingham is the largest local authority

in Europe. The Tory/Liberal coalition City
Council seems set on using Single Status to
“blaze a trail” through the pay and terms of
employment of their workforce. Further, they
plan to use the opportunity to privatise large
swathes of council services.

The Council wants to introduce mecha-
nisms whereby Council jobs will be “on a
par” with the private sector. It has drawn up
and issued a new contract for all employees
which has not been agreed with unions. The
unions have been in dispute with the Council
since the contracts were issued in November
2007 for implementation in April 2008.

The Council wants a totally flexible work-
force who do whatever job is required, from
whatever location, and “performance related
pay”.

The Council has declared residential units
and day-centre facilities “unfit”, and plans to
close them, with the service users “taken
over” by private sector companies.

More: www.workersliberty.org/node/10386

Reject pathetic health pay offer

NUT left abstain on homophobia

BY A UCU MEMBER

On 29 March the University and Colleges
Union Left met in London. Around 60
lecturers discussed the way forward for

the left in the union. 
The UCU Left is now heavily dominated by

the SWP. Despite its claim to be a rank and file
group it is, in reality, much more a caucus of
members of the UCU’s national committees. 10
of the 15 members of steering committee
elected at the conference are members of the
union’s leading bodies. A proposal from AWL
supporters that the steering committee should be
based on activists in branches was heavily
defeated at the conference. 

The good news is that the UCU left has
turned away from pursuing the boycott of Israeli
academics that absorbed much of the left’s
energy last year. Instead, attention focused on
immediate battles that the union has to face.
Primary among these is the proposed joint
industrial action with the teachers’ union, the
NUT, on 24 April. The UCU’s ballot does not
close until 14 April, but activists are confident
that there will be a vote for strike action. 

There was a general recognition that it will
take action across the public sector to break
Brown’s pay cap, but most activists are waiting
to see how successful the action is on 24 April
before deciding their next move.  The priority
now is to build for that action in local work-
places.

UCU Left discuss way forward

Birmingham to strike 23-24 April

NUT left should be bolder

AWL trade union day school

Teachers — overworked, underpaid



BY HUGH EDWARDS

COMRADES outside Italy could have
been forgiven for thinking, on hearing in
January of the fall of the government of

Romano Prodi, that finally the forces of the so-
called “Radical Left” in his centre-left coalition
had said “enough!” to the eighteen-month or so
of sustained attacks on the living standards and
quality of life of the popular masses of Italy.

Alas, the reality is otherwise or, perhaps, it is
nearer the truth to say the “unreality” is other-
wise! For the government fell through the resig-
nation of his Minister of Justice Clemente
Mastella, ex-Christian Democrat and leader of
one of the small centre parties — UDEUR —
and the government’s eleven-party coalition. 

He had resigned after his wife, also a member
of the UDEUR and president of the regional
council of Campania, was arrested on charge of
extortion. Immediately after his resignation
Mastella, too, was named as under investigation
for crimes involving millions of euros dispersed
by the EU to the poorer regions of Italy and an
extensive network of clientelism.

Mastella’s resignation forced Prodi to assume
the extra role of Justice Minister and then face a
crucial vote of confidence in the Senate (the
Italian upper house). Lapping up the deluge of
sycophantic effusions about his obvious inno-
cence, integrity, probity, etc., from Prodi and his
fellow parlimentarians, Mastella then announced
he would be voting against the government
along with another small centre party ledby
former prime minister Lamberto Dini
(Rinnovamento Italiano).

Prodi’s government was defeated, and soon
after it was revealed that Dini and Mastella had
clandestinely met Silvio Berlusconi before
Christmas, agreeing to torpedo the government,
in return for certain posts in the new Berlusconi
administration. The deed done, Berlusconi
announced that Mastella was not welcome in
any government of his. La dolce vita politica
Italiana!

THE decision by the radical left parties and
Communist Refoundation of Faust
Bertinotti (CR), the smaller Democratic

Communist Party of Italy, and the Green Party –
to enter Prodi’s L’Unione coalition of small
centre parties and the large ex-Stalinist
Democrats of the Left who have strong ties to
the largest trade union in Italy, CGIL, has been
nothing short of a disaster. They believed that
their presence would in some significant way
divert the determined pro-bourgeois
modernising, rationalising, free-market regime
from its principal aim of restoring, on the backs
of the Italian people, the chronically weak
invalid of Italian capitalism to virile global
competitiveness. They were wrong.

These “communists” found themselves
immediately hoist on the dilemma of their own
demagogy. Having argued before millions of
their supporters that such a step was imperative
to achieve both significant economic and politi-
cal reforms and to avoid the return of another
draconian Berlusconi government, they could
find no answers when they were systematically
confronted by Messrs Prodi and D’Alema
Tassino (Minister of Economics from the world
of high finance) with exactly the same choice at
every crucial vote on every single measure of
the government’s reactionary measures.

From swingeing budget attacks on public
spending; on incomes, pensions, trade-union
rights; to increased military spending and troops
in Afghanistan, crowned by the decision to
permit the extension of a US military base in
Vicenza in the face of a near-popular revolt; to
capitulation to the Catholic Church on civil
unions and women’s rights; to racist demagogy
and witch hunting — throughout it all they a cut
a pathetic sight. Whingeing and wringing their
hands at Prodi’s “betrayal” of the “their”
program — the predictable electoral mishmash
of pious promises, platitudes and bland generali-
sations that had had offered to Bertinotti and co
on the pretext that it gave them the scope to
shape government policy from the left — they
loyally toed the line at every crucial vote.

The point of true farce was reached when
amidst growing protests from their supporters
and workers in general, increasingly angry
about the deterioration of living standards and
the struggle to survive in an Italy where the
power of spending of the average Italian wage

has fallen 35% since 2001, large demonstrations
in which the radical leaders participated
condemning the consequences of what they had
done in Parliament, while at the same time cyni-
cally reassuring the media that the protest was
not against the government.

IT would be some compensation to report
that protests grew in mounting anger and
coherence. Alas not! In fact they all but

petered out, underlining the profound political
cul de sac into which the bankrupt reformist
strategy of the radical left had carried the
masses. Having to swallow the bitter pill of
austerity and sacrifice served as necessity by
Prodi’s government, elected in the hope that it
promised at a minimum a refuge from the
attacks of the last Berlusconi regime and the
honeyed illusions of Bertinotti that it offered
scope for real social advance, the prospect of
another such government induced a deepening
and demoralising sense of political paralysis.
The hegemony of reformist politics and
perspectives in Italian political life could not be
more clearly demonstrated.

Such a situation graphically underlined the
complete failure of the project of Fausto
Bertinotti to “rebuild a Communist movement”,
as he put it in 1991 at the foundation conference
of Communist Refoundation, “to cleanse
Communism of all the poisonous, totalitarian,
bureaucratic, antidemocratic impurities [...] in
the fight to build a mass party of struggle
against the corrupt oligarchies of Italian capital-
ism”. Bertinotti had taken up the challenge in
the wake of the collapse of Stalinism globally
and the decision by the Italian Communist Party
CPI in 1991 to ditch its name and much of the
insignia associated with it.

Bertinotti’s however, failed to mention the
content of Stalin’s counter-revolutionary politics
against classical Bolshevism and the acceptance
of “reformism” as the defining path to social-
ism, especially for the proletarian struggle in
developed industrial countries, where bourgeois
democracy was solidly in place.

Under the heady rhetoric, the genuine, serious
commitment and mobilisation of its militants,
the obvious appeal for thousands of the most
class-conscious political activists in Italy,
Bertinotti and the leadership around him
remained completely wedded to such a
reformist Parliamentary road. It was, is, and
remains in essence a reformist party.

It did not preclude, of course, manoeuvres
and opportunist zigzags to court whatever new
political or ideological radical current might
emerge — the no-global movement, the anti-
capitalist movement, the anti-war movement,
the Zapatistas and what have you — but it did
avoid any serious analysis and accounting of
what the party really stood for and where it was
going.

In 1996 Bertinotti had opted to become a part
of Prodi’s first government, whose major politi-
cal task was to prune severely the chaotic public
finances of the Italian state so that the parame-
ters of Maastricht be observed and the fiscal and
monetary road cleared for the arrival of the
euro. Naturally, as always, on the skins of the
masses! Notwithstanding growing internal
dissent, loss of hundreds of members across the
country, loss of electoral support and protests on
the streets, the party sustained the government
until its major task was completed. Only under
the pressure of a possible implosion of the party,
heightened by events in Kosova, the party left
the government.

Fortunately for Bertinotti, the emergence of
the no-global movement offered him the oppor-
tunity to create and build the organisation again,
skilfully aligning it within the fast-growing
social forums that had been fuelled by the Bush
was in Iraq. Equally skilfully he set out to

exploit the diffuse spirit of pacifism that, as a
whole, characterised the movement. Especially
after Genoa, where the Berlusconi regime had
literally declared a state of war against the half
million or so protesters ain a brutal display of
co-ordinated police thuggery that successfully
drew the line against any further threat to bour-
geois social order from that particular direction.

Without a blush, Bertinotti declared solemnly
that now was the moment to consider no longer
relevant the experience and legacy of the nine-
teenth-twentieth century class struggle —
centrality of the workers’ movement, the class
struggle and the struggle for state power, and the
inherent violence within all this — the presup-
positions of classical communism. Better the
example and non-violent principles of
Subcomandante Marcos!

Bertinotti was once more astutely positioning
himself for a place in any post- Berlusconi
government of the centre-left. The opportunity
came. Bertinotti was completely aware of what
the Prodi government was about, and prepared
himself accordingly for a very rough ride. He
privately demanded of Prodi, on pain of refusing
to join the coalition, the role of speaker of the
Parliament. At least for once he would not have
to defend the indefensible before the Italian
masses in the role of the “neutral” speaker

THE lesson of the CR experience is crystal
clear. There isn’t room in Italy for two
bourgeois reformist parties! Though the

ex-stalinists (Democrats of the Left, DS) are
more and more becoming an explicitly bour-
geois movement in terms of programme,
through its historic links with the largest and
most powerful trade union, CGIL, maintained
their traditional electoral position as the repre-
sentative of the majority of the working masses.
As the largest block in the last two Prodi admin-
istrations they offered the bureaucrats of CGIL a
direct political input, further adding to the
strategic importance it had assumed, after the
collapse of the old political order in 1992, as a
major plank in the maintenance of social peace.

Bertinotti repeatedly finds himself forced to
“make up the numbers”, to keep the “right”
from assuming office. In fact, the recent emer-
gence of the “new” party of Walter Veltroni, ex-
stalinist, ex-DS, ex-lord mayor of Rome, carries
this logic to the point of reductio ad absurdum
of his situation. 

Veltroni’s Democratic Party, a merger of the
DS and the ex Christian Democrat Margherita
(Daisy) party, is explicitly modelled on the
American prototype. “Social classes don’t exist,
everybody is a worker, and therefore nobody is
exploited”, he says, and already the party boasts
of industrialists, bankers, actors, popstars and a
host of trade unionists for the CGIL bureau-
cracy, and of course the DS. 

The novelty is that he is running in the elec-
tion as the candidate of a single party rather
than a coalition, as is Silvio Berlusconi with his
People of Liberty Party.

The debâcle of Prodi’s “panthomime horse”
coalition has, for a short time at least, knocked
the heads together of the Italian bourgeoisie.
They are keenly aware that in a rapidly deterio-
rating economic climate and widespread cyni-
cism, disenchantment among millions, espe-
cially the young, a stable political regime is the
highest priority in the event of social disorder. 

Unfortunately for them they are saddled with
the electoral legislation created in the last days
of Berlusconi’s government and, like so much
of his legislation, left untouched by Prodi. Once
more the Italian Senate may provide the slippery
slope to another coalition, whoever wins — the
opinion polls favour Berlusconi — but it is not
out of the question that Bertinotti’s Rainbow
Coalition (an alliance of Rifondazione with
other groups) can reach the threshold of 8% and
Veltroni can pull it off.

Some weeks ago Bertinotti  ruled out in prin-
ciple any coalition with Veltroni. He may be
forced to eat his words. The fact that the
Rainbow Coalition is in alliance with the
Democratic Party’s candidate Francesco Rutell
in the simultaneous administrative elections for
the mayor of Rome is a sure bet that it won’t be
an indigestible choice, and the membership of
the party should prepare themselves for more
rhetorical displays of verbal acrobatics to justify
another shameful episode of reformism in
action.

THE three main currents of Italian
Trotskyists had entered CR in 1991. They
were the FalceMartello group, affiliated to

the late Ted Grant’s group in the British Labour
Party; Critical Left, the Italian section of the
Fourth International (linked to the LCR in
France); and the current around Proposta
Comunista of Franco Grisolia and Marco
Ferrando.

FalceMartello, after sixteen years, remains
within the party, in another exercise faithful to
Grant’s notion of “deep entry”. FalceMartello
constitutes another reformist party within a
reformist party, congenitally ducking every seri-
ous opportunity of critical confrontation with
the nature of CR, with the reality of the organi-
sation and as such their presence within the
party constitutes a shameless apology for the
leadership. They are like dead parrots, yet they
continue to squawk.

Like FalceMartello, the Critical Left were up
until the second year of the Prodi government
loyal footsoldiers of the organisation, having
voted consistently at every critical moment for
the line of Bertinotti. Again like FalceMartello,
they sought to make a virtue out of the
Bertinotti decision to join the bourgeois coali-
tion of Prodi, posing as the principal element
that would hold Bertinotti to the promises he
made to his own members. 

In fact, as was entirely predictable, their
members in government joined the ranks of the
loyalists, turning themselves inside out to justify
their prostration. The point of intransigence
arrived a year into the government, when one of
their members in the Senate abstained on the
issue of more troops to Afghanistan (certain that
the numbers of pro-Prodi votes were there!),
and found that he had inadvertently brought
down the government. The government
survived, and the individual concerned was
witch-hunted, with the result that the Critical
Left pulled out of CR, but continued to support
the government from outside. 

They are standing in the election on the need
to build an anticapitalist current, but there is
little likelihood of significant advance for them,
now that they are exposed to the realities of
small-group politics.

Proposta Comunista, affiliated to the
International Trotskyist Organisation, ITO,
represented by far the most combative current of
Trotskyism in the party. It seemed initially to be
in a position to challenge what it clearly recog-
nised as the limitations of the Bertinotti leader-
ship. However, its alternative anti-capitalist
programme, while explicitly offering a radical
direction of widening class struggle and mass
mobilisation on all fronts, failed to point to the
inescapable implications of a revolutionary
clash with the bourgeois state. That is, the need
to smash and replace institutions and apparatus
of the capitalist social order in the process of
creating mass democratic organs in and through
the working mass’s struggle for political power.
To challenge the reformist perspectives and
methods it was vitally necessary for the
Ferrando group to state this.

At the level of tactics, in relationship to
confronting reformist illusions in a bourgeois
government — especially in a country like Italy,
where the masses continually face the choice of
one or other bourgeois administration — it was
absolutely imperative to have in one’s
programme the demand for a fight for a work-
ers’ government, both as a general demand of
one’s programmatic perspective and, in the
actual situation of an election, a tactical demand
of the sharpest and most focused character.

All this remained absent from Proposta and,
like FalceMartello and Critical Left, the organi-
sation remained for fifty years effectively swal-
lowed up by the routine opposition of what was
little more than abstract propaganda. The organ-
isation in fact split just before the entry of CR
into the coalition, around issues that neither of
the new organisations respectively founded,
Communist Party of Workers (Ferrando
Grisolia) and Party of Alternative Communists,
have satisfactorily explained in the foundational
documents of the new organisations. 

The Communist Party of Workers has candi-
dates in the elections, and is calling for critical
votes for the Rainbow Left candidates, whereas
the Party of Alternative Communists has called
for abstention.
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Communist Refoundation: workers left 
between a rock and a hard place

Bertinotti and the leadership
around him remained
completely wedded to the
reformist Parliamentary road.
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BY COLIN FOSTER

THE relative stability and quiet in Iraq
since September 2007 has been very, very
relative. And now it could unravel in a

very ugly way.
Iraqi army forces, backed up by US and

British forces, attacked the Sadr militia (Mahdi
Army) in Basra in late March. The attack was a
fiasco.

Over 1000 Iraqi soldiers, including senior
officers, deserted. Nouri al-Maliki’s Baghdad
government made good the losses by recruiting
more people from the militias of the main Shia-
Islamist government parties, Dawa and
ISCI/SCIRI. Thus it made it clear that the attack
was a factional one by the leaders of one group
of militias against another.

It also antagonised the Sunni “Awakening
Council” militias, laboriously nurtured by the
Americans to turn them against the Al-Qaeda
“ultras”, but now aggrieved that the Maliki
government will not give them army wages.

Eventually Maliki had to back down,
announcing a ceasefire — which had been
negotiated in the Iranian city of Qom by a
leader of Iran’s Revolutionary Guards.

Sadr came out of the conflict with little mili-
tary damage and with political gains. He called
a demonstration for 9 April against the US
occupation which cold have been even bigger
than the one-million strong protest he organised
on 9 April 2007. He has cancelled the demon-
stration, saying (reasonably) that he fears that
the Iraqi army might attack it, but that only
confirms what Patrick Cockburn writes in his
new book about Sadr. “US emissaries and Iraqi
politicians [have] underestimated him. So far
from being the ‘firebrand cleric’ as the Western
media often described him, he [has] often
proved astute and cautious”.

Maliki and the Americans have followed up,
however, on 6 April, by attacking the Mahdi
Army in its stronghold, the Sadr City suburb of
Baghdad; blockading vehicle traffic into or out
of Sadr City for two weeks; and threatening to
ban Sadr’s movement from the provincial elec-
tions, scheduled for October.

Basra is not the strongest area for the Mahdi
Army. ISCI/SCIRI and another Shia-Islamist
group, Fadhila, are generally reported to be the
strongest groups there. Basra is where, in March
2005, a student strike pushed the Mahdi Army
into making an official apology after they
attacked a group of students on a picnic
(because the women at the picnic were not
veiled), and killed one of the students.

If the Iraqi army had to back down in Basra,
there is no chance that they can defeat the
Mahdi Army in its bastion. Exactly what the
aims of Maliki, and the Americans, are now, I
can’t tell. US commander David Petraeus seems
convinced he needs caution in dealing with
Sadr: reporting to the US Congress on 8 April,
he praised Sadr’s recent call on his fighters to
“stand down” and emphasised the importance of
Sadr’s ceasefire.

Even so, there must be a very high chance
that the whole operation will backfire drasti-
cally, undermining the Maliki government and
rekindling open conflict between militias.

In the big reassessment which the US govern-
ment did on Iraq, at the end of 2006, resulting in
the “surge” from early 2007, the Sadr move-
ment was identified as an even bigger obstacle
to establishing stable administration in Iraq than
the Sunni-supremacist gangs.

At that time the Sadrists were in the Baghdad
government. They had provided the decisive
votes to get Maliki elected as prime minister in
April 2006.

The US government assessments thus
suggested a drastic tilt of US policy in Iraq, to
try to beat down both Shia and Sunni Islamist
“ultras” at the same time, rather than “betting on
the Shia”. The US government’s final decisions
on the “surge” seem, however, to have been
compromises designed to make possible some
“muddling through”.

Remembering early 2004, when the US previ-
ously, briefly, tried to confront both Sadr and
the Sunni “ultras”, and had to retreat ignomin-
iously, in 2007 the US commanders in Iraq
decided on a much more cautious line. They
achieved a stand-off with Sadr.

The Sadrists resigned from the Maliki
government in April 2007 and called their first
mass demonstration; but they stressed that they
were not calling for the immediate withdrawal
of US troops, and from August 2007 they called
an official ceasefire. The US authorities virtually
welcomed the Sadrists’ mass demonstration,
praising it as a fine example of free speech.

All that, plus the USA’s success, after years
of negotiation, in detaching some Sunni militias
and turning them against the Al Qaeda “ultras”,
laid the basis for the steady decline in violent
deaths in Iraq after September 2007.

Decline only to the level of the horrific, from
the level of outright simmering civil war; but
decline. Stabilisation of Iraq only as a relatively
stable patchwork of control by local sectarian
militias; but stabilisation.

Since September 2007 there has been little
improvement in the supply of electricity, clean
water, or jobs in Iraq; but oil exports have
increased, the proportion of people expressing
confidence in the Baghdad government has
increased from 39% (August 2007) to 49%
(February 2008), the minority saying that the
US forces are doing a good job has risen from
18% to 32%, and the proportion saying that they
want US troops out now has fallen from 47% to
38%.

Maliki and the Americans decided that the
Iraqi army had solidified enough that they could
go on the offensive against Sadr. According to
some accounts, Maliki’s motive was to
strengthen the position of his coalition parties,
ISCI/SCIRI and Dawa, against Sadr for the
provincial elections due in October. If so, the
operation has so far backfired, and it is hard to
see how it can do anything but backfire.

There is also, in the conflict, an element of
the more upper-class, returning-exile-based
parties moving against the more popular, lower-
orders variants of Shia clerical-fascism.

Dawa is the direct descendant of the little
study groups formed by conservative clerics in
1958-63 in what then seemed a desperate
attempt to reverse a popular surge in Iraq to
secular, social-reformist politics. ISCI/SCIRI
was founded in Iran, under Iranian government
sponsorship - it was meant to be an umbrella
group for all the Shia-Islamist currents in Iraq,
but that didn’t work out - and its militia, the
Badr Corps, was formed and trained in Iran.

Though there are no reports of the Sadrists
deploying social (rather than religious and
nationalist) agitation, they are an indigenous
movement of the Shia urban poor, with a strong
Iraqi-nationalist tone.

During the fighting in Basra, Ben Lando of
Iraqi Oil Report spoke on the phone to Hassan
Jumaa, leader of the Iraqi Federation of Oil
Unions. In his comments to Lando, Hassan
Jumaa pointedly avoided taking sides in the

conflict, and instead limited himself to wishing
for its speedy end and reporting the grievances
of oil workers trapped at work by the battles and
unable to get home.

Naftana, a group in Britain supporting the
IFOU, has published a statement denouncing
Maliki’s offensive, and implicitly favouring the
Sadrists; but the statement includes no direct
quotations from IFOU leaders, and has not been
published on the English-language website
which Naftana maintains for IFOU.

The Worker-communist Party of Iraq, through
its offshoot the Iraqi Freedom Congress, has
argued that the Iraqi workers’ movement should
set itself against both militia groups.

“Under the guise of National Guard and
police forces, Badr militias of the Islamic
Supreme Council and Dawa Party militias
played a significant role in these bloody events...
They are justifying their heinous crimes by
saying that they are combatting outlaws, mean-
ing the Mahdi Army.

“The Mahdi Army, in return, issued threats to
a large number of shop owners, warning them
of the consequences of opening their shops in
Shula, Thawra and Husseinieh districts of
Baghdad. They also issued threats to school
administrations that they would face the worst
of fates if they allowed students to go to school.
Ironically, they called these actions ‘civil
disobedience’...” (IFC statement 26 March).

It calls on Iraqis to join independent non-
sectarian militias (“Safety Force”) “to deter the
gangs”.

It is indeed only by the Iraqi workers’ move-
ment gaining the strength to lead a decisive
social force, able to defend itself militarily, that
both the US/UK occupation and the sectarian
militias can be defeated.
• More on the Sadr movement:
www.workersliberty.org/node/8631
Naftana statement: http://tinyurl.com/4l292q
Iraqi Federation of Oil Unions:
www.basraoilunion.org

ON 14 March, Venezuelan police — the
“Bolivarian National Guard” —
attacked a demonstration of striking

steel workers from Latin America’s biggest
steel works, the SIDOR factory in Ciudad
Guayana, arresting more than fifty workers and
injuring dozens.

SIDOR’s 13,000 workers have been on
strike repeatedly over the last year and a half,
demanding a new collective contract including
wage increases and better working conditions.
SIDOR was privatised in 1998 and belongs
60% to the Argentinian consortium Techint;
since privatisation conditions have deteriorated
severely, with many workers dying on the job.
(The most recent, on 25 March, died of a heart
attack on a station previously run by three
workers, sparking a three day strike.)

The workers’ union SUTISS is demanding
not only new contracts but renationalisation of

their factory — a demand which the Chavez
government and its self-styled “Trotskyist”
minister of labour Jose Ramon Rivero have
resisted, eager to avoid confrontation with its
Argentinian ally. Naturally, the government has
done nothing to condemn the 14 March repres-
sion.

Victimised oil company militant and UNT
union coordinator Orlando Chirino has
commented: “If the SIDOR workers win, this
anti-worker Labour Minister will fall in a few
minutes. If the SIDOR workers win the work-
ers in the public sector will win their struggle.
If the SIDOR workers win, the fight for trade
union autonomy will win.”

A solidarity committee has been formed,
demanding that Chavez speaks out against the
repression, and messages of support have been
streaming in from across Venezuela and
beyond.

Iraq lurches back to gang warfare

Venezuelan steel workers fight repression

BY THEODORA POLENTA

THE Greek Tory government (Nea
Dimokratia) has just passed reforms
which will reduce further workers’

pensions; increase the age limit of retirement
for women, especially mothers; attack further
the unemployeds’ and immigrants’ access to
the health service, and converge all worker’s
pensions and health insurance rights to the
lowest possible denominator. Traditionally
better-off sections of the Greek working class
will be hardest hit. 

80% of the population is against the
government’s reforms; including 60% of the
Tory voters.

Massive general strikes on 12 December
2007 and 19 March 2008 brought the country
in a standstill. There were three week long
strikes by electricity workers, two week
strikes by council workers (bin collectors), the
bank workers followed by the lawyers, jour-
nalists, school teachers, school students,
doctors, pharmacists as well as casual workers
like the courier delivery boys. 

The bank workers (in their 6 week of
strike) have given headaches to the financial
speculators. Without the electricity workers,
neither the economy nor the society can func-
tion.

Without bin collectors, rats and well-forgot-
ten diseases came back to the foreground. 

If the strikes of the electricity workers and
the council workers had not been put on hold,
when the anti working class reforms were
voted in parliament, but had been enriched by
other organised forces of the working class,
the pension reforms would have had the same
fate as the previous PASOK party pension
reforms(they were forced to withdraw their
proposals). 

When it was most necessary for the Greek
union federation (GSEE) to provide leader-
ship and support to the strikers and connect
their struggles against the pension reforms
with the fight for decent wage increases and
the fight against privatisation, they signed a

two year agreement with the bosses on miser-
able wage increases (even bellow the inflation
rate). And so the electricity workers’ and the
council workers’ strikes came to an end.

Syriza  (a left wing coalition of the Greek
eurocommunist party and other left parties)
started looking towards the parliament to
scrap the reforms. They demanded in parlia-
ment that the anti-working class reforms
should be put to a referendum, delaying the
voting in the parliament by 10 days. 

he demand of the referendum should have
been supported by every section of the left
and by all the major trade unions. However, it
should not be viewed as a substitute for the
working class strikes, but as a secondary
means for enhancing the real effective strug-
gles that take place in the streets and in the
workplaces.

Government MPs are now talking about
wage and pension increases below inflation
rates, the selling off of telecoms and the state
electricity company and more PFIs for the
airport and ports. They are even talking about
getting rid of the minimum wage and the
restrictions on massive redundancies without
compensation. 

The social unrest and the political crisis
with the major two political parties having a
combined low in the polls and the two major
left wing parties (Syriza and KKE) pulling a
combined 25% - show the political responsi-
bilities of the left. Syriza has to abandon its
legalistic talks and prioritise the working class
struggles and the direct confrontation with
neoliberalism. Equally, KKE should abandon
its sectarianism and its “socialist escapism”
and join and enhance the united action of the
working class.

The struggle against the pension reforms
should be connected with the struggles against
privatisation and the struggle for a generous
increase in the workers’ wages and pensions;
another general strike alongside other ongoing
actions should be called  to defeat the anti
working class attacks and overthrow the
Greek Tory government.

Strike wave in Greece

Muqtada al-Sadr. The Iraqi government is
threatening to ban the Sadrists from the

provincial elections
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It has gradually become clear that one of the key
features of the last thirty years is increasing
autonomy of finance.

Many things have happened in the world econ-
omy since 1973-4, which is basically the end of the
long boom, but one thing that is clear is that the
financial system has become proportionately much
larger and increasingly autonomous from real accu-
mulation - production and circulation of value and
surplus value.

The reasons for this are many and varied. There
are reasons of technological innovation. There are
reasons of institutional and political transformation -
the deregulation and liberalisation of finance which
has been instigated by a number of governments. 

There are also reasons, more fundamental
perhaps, which have to do with big capital, the large
enterprises, becoming progressively less dependent
on banks for credit to finance investment. And so
the financial system has begun to target the personal
income of private individuals - workers and broader
strata of the population - as a source of profit.

This is a new departure in capitalism. I’d call it
direct exploitation - profit being extracted directly
from personal income and not through the process
of production. Financial institutions increasingly
make their profits from private individuals by lend-
ing for housing, for consumer credit, and so on.

The US Federal Reserve’s own figures show that
the proportion of personal income paid out in debt
servicing went up from 15.6% in 1983 to 19.3% in
June 2007. A fifth of personal income is used to
service debt. The figures in Britain are comparable.
And remember, in the United States, financial prof-
its are now a third of total profits.

Money incomes that people receive as wages or
salaries or whatever, are increasingly transformed
into loanable money capital, and out of that, banks
and other financial institutions make profits. The
process has created new layers of the capitalist
class, feeding off those profits - new power centres,
new centres of influence over policy.

Financial institutions also increasingly make prof-
its by drawing fee income, that is, by mediating in
financial markets - not lending and borrowing, but
facilitating the lending and borrowing of others.
This is an activity that banks have engaged in since
the beginning of capitalism, but the size and impor-
tance of it now are quite new in the history of capi-
talism.

Altogether, interest income derived by banks out
of profits made by industrial businesses has become
proportionately smaller, though it remains impor-
tant. On the other hand, interest income drawn from
wages and other personal income, as well as income
from fees, have become progressively more impor-
tant for banks.

These are key structural changes. As a result there
has been tremendous instability in the financial
system and the economy as a whole. As banks and
other financial institutions have made this turn in
drawing their profits, they have created gigantic and
novel forms of instability which implicate broad
layers of ordinary people.

The instability has to do with the methods
through which the transformation of finance has
taken place. To make the turn, banks and other
financial institutions had to rely on technological
advances. The reason is obvious – to make loans to
large numbers of individuals, banks must have the
ability to process large amounts of individual data.

Until recently, they were not able to do that. But
with developments in computers and telecommuni-
cations, they have acquired this capability. 

Banks have started to use computationally inten-
sive techniques and statistical methods in order to
assess risk and to judge to whom they should lend.
Bank lending and has become more of an arm’s-
length process. People are turned into units which
the banks can treat in a uniform way.

Instead of going to see your bank manager to ask
for a loan, you tick a few boxes on an application
form downloaded from the Internet. The bank adds
other information it might have about you and then
makes its decision by assigning a credit score to
you. This, of course, raises problems of democratic
control of information, but the point here is that the
bank has lost personal contact with the borrower.
The judgement they make of the borrower as a risk
depends on a numerical assessment of data provided
at a distance.

Moreover, since the banks and financial institu-

tions have also moved into making money from fees
- and not just from lending - they take these mort-
gage debts, package them into new securities, and
sell them in open financial markets.

Thus, the mortgage debt that people used to owe
to a bank for 20 or 30 years is now packaged by the
banks offload onto others. The banks create
composite or derivative types of debt on the basis of
the original mortage.

It is worth stressing the change that has taken
place by looking more closely at the process of
mortgage securitisation. In the past, a bank would
grant a mortgage by the bank manager talking to the
borrower and deciding whether the borrower was a
good prospect. The bank had a direct interest in
working out whether the borrower was likely to
repay regularly because otherwise it would lose its
money.

Nowadays it is not like that. The borrower ticks
the boxes; if the credit score clears a threshold, the
bank would give the money; and next week the
bank would package the mortgage into new securi-
ties and sell it, essentially providing others with a
right to the stream of debt payments from the mort-
gage. After that it is not ostensibly the bank’s
concern whether the borrower repays normally, or
not. 

All that relies on someone else, other than the
bank, vouching for the process by better examining
the creditworthiness of the new securities. That was
done by a credit ratings organisation, such as
Standard and Poor’s, or Fitch.

But the credit ratings organisations are also
remote from borrower. They are also paid by the
bank that creates the new securities, and so have a
conflict of interest.

Finally, another institution, an insurer, would
come along and guarantee the new securities. That
again is happens at a considerable distance from the
original borrower.

None of the capitalist enterprises involved in this
mechanism has a solid interest in assessing the
long-term reliability of the person who obtained the
original mortgage. Each just wants to collect its fee,
or sell its securities, and go on to generate new busi-
ness of the same type.

If there is “cheap money” in the system in the
first place, that is, if the central bank has made
money available at low interest rates, then this
mechanism is a secure way of making profits for
banks and others.

But, depending on how problematic the original
mortgages were, risks are accumulating, and
nobody knows where they are concentrated. In the
USA subprime mortgages were advanced to very
poor people without real prospects of repaying regu-
larly, especially if interest rates rose. As they
defaulted on their mortgages, banks and others were
left holding new securities that were not worth very
much at all. That is ultimately why Bear Sterns, a
huge bank, failed in March. 

These problems were not clear until recently
because this is the first time we have seen a finan-
cial system of this type emerge on this scale. At the
time, economists and others were saying that it was
a secure and stable way of doing things because the
risk was spread out among a large number of
people. Now we know that is far from the case.

The difference in responses to the crisis between
the US Federal Reserve and the European Central
Banks is based on a difference of outlook which has
existed for a very long time.

It has to do with how those institutions were set
up. The ECB is far more focused on price stability,
whereas the Fed also sees itself as looking after the
economy as a whole.

The Fed is also different from the ECB in the
sense that the Fed produces world money and oper-
ates in the most important economy in the world. Its
outlook is shaped by different concerns from the
ECB’s.

At the moment, my judgement is that the Fed is
so worried about the state of the American financial
system that it is prepared to do whatever it takes to
rescue it. Hence the huge amounts of money that it
has made available to JP Morgan rapidly to take
over the failed Bear Sterns. Hence also the rapid
lowering of interest rates. The ECB takes a different
line. It seems to think that the European financial
system is in less danger.

In short, the Americans are less concerned about
what is happening to the dollar and the international
position of US capital, and even the domestic econ-
omy as a whole, than they are about rescuing the
financial system.

Are they right? At the moment there is evidence
that inflation is picking up. For the first time for
many years, inflation might become a serious prob-
lem because of oil prices and food prices.

If that inflation problem materialises, then the
Fed is going to regret what it is doing at the
moment.

Moreover, the Fed has been overseeing a substan-
tial, but quite orderly, decline of the dollar. The

COME TO THE RECLAIM THE CAMPUS
CONFERENCE ON 17 MAY TO DISCUSS THE
WAY FORWARD FOR THE STUDENT
MOVEMENT!

On 1 April, the National Union of
Students conference in Blackpool
narrowly voted to reject the NUS

leadership’s “Governance Review”, which
would have abolished what little democracy
remains in our union and institutionalised its
conversion into a pro-government lobbying
organisation.

Unwilling to accept their defeat, the lead-
ership immediately began promising to rein-
troduce their “reforms”, and astonishingly
rumours are now circulating of plans to call
another Extraordinary NUS Conference (or
more than one) in the summer - rumours
confirmed by a story in the Guardian in
which President-elect Wes Streeting “vows”
to call two conferences to “push through”
the changes by the end of the year. Streeting
and current President Gemma Tumelty have
begun what looks like an attempt to prepare
for another stitch-up, sending a question-
naire to delegates to further “consult” about
the Governance Review.

The push for further Extraordinary
Conferences is a threat activists must be
prepared for.

Meanwhile, the Guardian also reports
that Streeting has already begun spinning
NUS’s funding policy as a willingness to
accept top-up fees. The direction in which
the Labour Students/Blairite independent
leadership wants to continue to take our
union is clear.

Defeating the Governance Review was a
fantastic achievement, one which would
have been impossible without the relatively
high degree of left unity underpinning the
campaign. But the left should not kid itself.
We won 35% of the vote, and the right wing
totally dominated the rest of the conference.
It is clear that those who want to see a
democratic, campaigning union that
mobilises and wins for its members can
neither defend the status quo nor continue
with “business as usual” by aiming to chip
away at the NUS bureaucracy gradually.

It is necessary for the organisations of the
student left, unaffiliated left activists and,
crucially, the minority of student unions
who oppose NUS’s current direction to
come together to discuss how we can chal-
lenge the status quo. We need to develop
ideas for a real expansion of democracy in
NUS, raising demands such as

• A longer conference, with more time
ring-fenced for debate

• Abolition of National Council
• Expansion of the Block of 12, with

guaranteed FE representation, and proper
funding for its members

• NEC meetings at least every four weeks,
with motions discussed each time, and strict
control over the Senior Management Team

• Capping the salaries of NUS’s top
unelected officials and making them demo-
cratically accountable

• A massive redirection of resources from
bureaucracy to campaigning.

That is one reason why a coalition of
activists has called the Reclaim the Campus
conference at the London School of
Economics on Saturday 17 May. It will be a
chance for us to discuss ideas, plan and
coordinate campaigns and work out how to
reclaim and transform our student unions as
part of reclaiming our campuses, our educa-
tion and our society.

Many in ENS will be arguing that we
need “one foot in and one foot out”. The
fight in NUS must continue; but it will never
be successful unless activists get organised
independently of the NUS structures. That
means strengthening the existing left
factions; but it also means aiming for some-
thing broader and more substantial, a rank-
and-file movement which bases itself at
least in part on the structures of our student
unions. Such a body could win affiliations,
organise its own conferences and, while
fighting to transform NUS, also organise the
kind of mass action that NUS currently
refuses to. This would be a positive alterna-
tive to both disaffiliation from NUS and
passively accepting things as they are.

As part of the fight for that perspective,
we invite both left organisations and individ-
ual activists to get involved with Education
Not for Sale.

Apart from the SWP/Student Respect, we
are now the only left grouping of any size to
exist in NUS. Although we suffered an elec-
toral setback at this year’s NUS conference,
with our comrade Heather Shaw (very)
narrowly missing election to the National
Executive, we are a significant and growing
force. We played a key role in the Save NUS
Democracy campaign. In Blackpool this
year, we intervened sharply in all the main
debates; held well-attended caucuses and
meetings; published regular, up-to-the-
minute bulletin and leaflets (the only faction
to do so); and achieved good votes in a
number of elections, particularly for Vice-
President Further Education (in part because
we were the only left organisation to take
FE issues at all seriously). This year we also
came within four votes of winning NUS
Women’s Officer and we now lead the
opposition in the Women’s Campaign - a
position we won because our activists have
been central to initiatives like Feminist
Fightback.

If you want to be part of a student left
which is radical, anti-capitalist and looks to
working-class struggle; which takes libera-
tion seriously; which is democratic, has
room for disagreement and encourages
debate; and whose members combine grass-
roots activism with a serious orientation to
our student unions and NUS - then ENS is
the organisation for you.

Whether you want to support us, work
with us, argue with us or just find out more -
get in touch!
education.not.for.sale@gmail.com or Sofie
on 07815 490 837

National Union of Students

Democracy
saved... for the
time being.
Build the fight!
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decision-makers in the United States seem to want
the dollar to fall in order to remedy the US trade
deficit. Is there a risk of that decline accelerating
out of control? It is very hard to say, but it might.
If the financial system were to receive an even
bigger jolt than it has so far the decline of the
dollar might accelerate out of control. That might
happen, for instance, if some large financial insti-
tutions went under and holders of dollars across
the world became very worried that US finance
were collapsing.  

There are some ruling class commentators in
the Financial Times and elsewhere who have
argued that the Fed’s measures might work, but at
the cost of creating further problems for the future
as they would be rescuing irresponsible banks.
These comments are based on reality but most of
those who make them are in an impossible posi-
tion.

It is true that if interest rates are brought down,
and if the Fed and other central banks pump
money into the system, they are running the risk
of creating another crisis down the road. The logi-
cal way of avoiding this would be to impose
strong and pervasive controls on finance. 

But the same people are completely against
serious control and regulation of the financial
system. They are in favour of liberalised finance.
They believe that somehow the financial system,
when it operates freely, improves the performance
of the economy and everybody’s incomes. On this
basis, it is impossible to take a consistent position.

My own view is that the Fed is reacting to very
pressing requirements at the moment. It has to
intervene to rescue the system. The risks are very
great of a generalised crisis, and a few wrong
moves by the Fed might lead to it. Whether as a
result another crisis will happen down the road, in
five or ten years’ time, is another matter that
requires profound structural reform of finance.

Yes, people like Martin Wolf are rather
embarrassed by the operation of a minimally-
regulated financial system which means that
when things are going well, you pocket the loot;
when they go bad, you go to the government
and ask to be bailed out. Can the left put alter-
native ideas into play on the question of regu-
lating the financial system?

I think so. The ideas that are coming out of the
orthodoxy and the capitalist class are terribly
pedestrian. It’s the same old stuff that we have
been hearing for more than two decades but
appearing in technically different ways. In short,
free markets and minimal regulation.

It is very important for the left to put across
ideas of control. There is no reason, for instance,

why the financial institutions cannot be controlled
in terms of the assets they are required to hold and
the proportions in which they hold them. At the
moment, all the regulation is in terms of the capi-
tal they are required to have - Basel 1 and Basel
2*. The financial institutions have become very
good at bypassing those regulations and using
them to their own advantage. At the moment they
can all meet the Basel 2 requirements, which
presumably makes them safer, but at the same
time several of them are at great risk, as we now
know.

We should demand that regulation be imposed
on where financial institutions lend and how. We
should also demand that financial transactions are
controlled and taxed. Financial institutions should
not be able to trade any way they like, continually
churning money over time and time again in order
to generate fees.

More broadly and radically, we should insist
that the mobilisation of money out of ordinary
people’s incomes should become detached from
securitisation and other speculative practices of
the financial system. Houses, pensions, health,
basic consumption should not be sources of profit
for finance.

There should be public mechanisms that
provide ordinary people with pensions in secure
and controlled ways. There is no reason why the
housing problems of society should be dealt with
through the financial system. In London, for
example, bringing housing well and truly into the
realm of finance has meant that house prices have
increased by a factor of about five in the last 20
years while personal incomes have increased by a
factor of two. That divergence is related, in large
part, to the grip that the financial system has
acquired on housing. We should demand good
quality social housing, while detaching housing
from the financial system.

Since the 70s it has been a commonplace
view, among Marxists and others, that the USA
is in relative decline. But maybe it’s not. In all
the big international forums of capital, the
USA is still the dominant voice.

The United States has declined in terms of
measures to do with production. But if you look at
finance, there is no relative decline. The leading
financial institutions of the world are US institu-
tions. US banks dominate financial markets, and
US ways of managing finance are very influential
across the world. Financial systems across the
world increasingly imitate the ways of the US
financial system.

The dollar remains the closest the world has to
world money, and it is produced by the United

States.
At the same time, the US is structurally weak

because it runs a huge trade deficit. But it has
managed to turn even the deficit into a source of
strength. The countries that make the trade
surpluses end up holding the dollar as reserves of
world money. If the dollar were to collapse these
countries would make significant losses. 

In short, in the realm of finance, the US
remains very powerful, but its power is precari-
ously based. That, in a sense, is the key problem
of present-day capitalism. Note though that the
current crisis has not yet brought the international
aspect of finance strongly into play. But as the
USA continues to be wracked by instability, the
crisis could well become truly international.

What about the rise of the BRICs - big fast-
growing economics like Brazil, Russia, India,
and China?

This is a development of the first importance.
The centre of gravity of productive capital is shift-
ing east - to Japan for a long time now, to China
and East Asia, and to a certain extent to India,
though that is not comparable to China.

The implications in the sphere of finance are
not as straightforward as the shift of productive
power would indicate. The financial mechanisms
are dominated by the United States, and world
money is dominated by the United States.

A lot of the fast-growing economies trade in
dollars and pay in dollars. Their key exchange rate
is against the dollar. Consequently, they have an
interest in maintaining stability of the dollar, and
they accumulate dollar reserves.

In the last ten years, many developing capitalist
countries have accumulated vast reserves of
dollars. This imposes a huge cost on very poor
people, since it represents a transfer of capital to
the United States that could have been used to
sustain investment and production in their domes-
tic economies.

But it also gives to the countries that have the
reserves some protection from the storms which
are breaking in the world economy at the moment.
The crisis which has broken out in the richer
countries might not affect them as immediately as
it would have done previously.

How long this factor of protection will operate,
nobody can tell. Already, for example, US finan-
cial institutions are moving into Mexico and simi-
lar countries in order to trade mortgage-backed
securities there. This might reproduce the same
effects there as in the USA, or there may be a

knock-on effect if the US financial system suffers
a more serious collapse.

The rate of profit is generally reckoned to be
the key factor in crises, and generally we
expect to see some decline in the rate of profit
in the run-in to crises. Do the fairly high rates
of profit in production currently mean that
production is insulated against this financial
crisis?

That takes us back to the autonomy of finance.
The financial system is now more autonomous
and draws more of its profits out of personal
income rather than from the surplus value created
by productive capitalists. 

Nonetheless, Marxist theory is of great use in
analysing these phenomena. Marx differentiates
between, on the one hand, financial crises which
are continuations of a crisis in production, to do
with profitability and the ability to sell, and on the
other, crises which are generated within the realm
of finance. The latter might or might not affect
real accumulation in severe ways.

In other words, there has always been some
autonomy of finance, and the world of finance has
always created crises out of its own operations. In
the last thirty years, the scope for this has become
greater, and it now involves vast numbers of ordi-
nary people, through mortgages, consumer credit
and pensions. This makes financial storms more
worrying and damaging for the working class and
the majority of the population.

By impacting on ordinary people, the financial
crisis could well impact on real accumulation as it
might lead to cutting down on consumption. In
short, there are complex ways in which financial
bubbles and crises could affect the real economy.
Novel developments have taken place in contem-
porary capitalism and the standard guidance of
Marxism needs to be reconsidered, while main-
taining its core principles.

* An international agreement of 2004 - “Basel
2”, superseding “Basel 1” of 1988 - sets a “capi-
tal adequacy framework” for banks.
http://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs107.htm. Under Basel
1, capital (primarily, shareholders’ equity) must
be at least 8% of the bank’s risk-weighted assets.
Under Basel 2 it is proposed that large banks with
technically sophisticated ways of measuring risk
keep a lower percentage. See
http://www.aleablog.com/culprit-n-1-basel-ii/.

A new
sort of

financial
crisis

on the capitalist crisis: 2. Costas Lapavitsas

Old kind of financial crisis. Black Thursday 1929 by William Gropper



10 COMMENTARY

BY MARTIN THOMAS

Q. You’re writing a polemic for the
AWL “majority” position on Iraq
against “the minority”?

A. It falsifies the debate to put it that way.
For a start, “the minority” have different
views among themselves. The final revised
proposal on Iraq for AWL conference
submitted by David Broder and two other
AWL people differs seriously — in politics,
not just literarily — from what David wrote
in Solidarity 3/128.

For example, though David in that article
insisted on troops out now, the conference
proposal pointedly does not.

I don’t reproach the three for having
differences between themselves. There are
many shades of difference among “the
majority”, too. But it harms our debate to
present it as a matter of a homogeneous
“minority” confronting a homogeneous
“majority”.
Q. Oh, all right. What’s your argument?
A. The US/UK occupation is bad. The
immediately-available alternative to it is
throwing Iraq into the hands of sectarian
clerical-fascist militias, who will fight it out
among themselves. That is also bad, in fact
worse.

Our job is not to be the inspectors-general
of history, counselling the working class on
which among the bourgeois alternatives
immediately available is the lesser evil and
therefore should be supported. We are for the
working class creating its own alternatives
— “the Third Camp”.

Therefore, for Iraq, we advocate solidarity
with the workers’ movement against both the
US/UK forces and the sectarian militias to
win democracy, self-determination, secular-
ism and workers’ rights.
Q. So you acquiesce in the US/UK occupa-
tion?
A. No. This is how Sean Matgamna put it in
the discussion with Barry Finger in 2005

which triggered the debate in AWL.
“The Shia alliance talk[s] of troops out

[but] in any case it was ‘general position’
for troops out — like ours — not a call for
‘Troops Out Now’. Some Shia call for troops
out, perhaps meaning immediately, and some
do not, though in general the troops are very
unpopular...

The immediate or, in Barry Finger’s
expression, ‘precipitous’ withdrawal of the
occupying troops would, most likely, lead to
three-way sectarian (Sunni, Shia) and
national (Kurdish) civil war... In those condi-
tions, the nascent Iraqi labour movement —
which is our central concern — would prob-
ably be destroyed.

The opposite is not necessarily true: that if
the occupation continues, there will be no
civil war, no theocracy, no destruction of the
labour movement, no bloody disintegration
of the Iraqi entity... But a ‘precipitous’ with-
drawal would maximise the chances of
destruction for the labour movement.

We preach ‘no political trust or confi-
dence’ in the American, British, or any
ruling class, in their states, their politicians,
or their armies. We indict US/UK misdeeds
unsparingly; say to those Iraqi socialists
whom we can reach and to people in Britain
that they cannot rely on the US and UK to
bring democracy...

We say that the peoples of Iraq must have
self-determination. We maintain a stance of
hostility to the troops and we do not call on
the British and Americans to stay.

What we refuse to do, and it is the crux of
our dispute with Barry Finger, is raise a
‘demand’, Troops Out Now, whose likely,
calculable, practical consequences we do not
want. Which may well bring on a catastro-
phe that will abort all the possibilities that
the rising labour movement is opening for
the working class of Iraq...

We are, in general, for getting the US
troops out of Iraq. But we believe how that is
done - by the sectarian militias, or by a
labour or at least democratic movement - is

critical. We reject the negative slogan
“troops out” when circumstances give it a
reactionary positive content (throw Iraq to
the sectarian militias).

Q. But that was about “Troops Out Now”.
The three have now dropped that.
A. “Troops out”, proposed as a summary
practical-conclusion slogan, recommended
on the grounds that it “poses the question of
the occupation in the immediate” [the three’s
text, my emphasis] is only a more mealy-
mouthed version of “troops out now”.

Q. Aha, but you can’t evaluate the slogan
“troops out” as if it were a call to push a
button and make the troops disappear. “It
is an agitational slogan around which to
organise a workers’ movement fighting for
real self-determination” (so say the three).
A. If you want “to organise a workers’
movement fighting for real self-determina-
tion”, why not make that your slogan?

The three concede that “troops out” does
not at all necessarily mean “troops forced
out by the workers’ movement”, and that
“troops out” in anything like current circum-
stances means the crushing of the workers’
movement and the very opposite of Arab-
Iraqi self-determination (i.e. it means the
carving-up of Iraq, through civil war
between the militias, into statelets more or
less under the hegemony of neighbouring
powers).

And then they blandly assert that their
recommended summary slogan “really”

means something very different from what
the simple, short words say. It is not “make
the troops withdraw, how that’s done is
secondary, and let rip” but (by assertion
only) “an agitational slogan around which to
organise a workers’ movement fighting for
real self-determination”.

The three here are falling into an old, old
trap of kitsch-Trotskyist politics — the
demand which is “transitional... in your
head”.

“A system of transitional demands”, so
Trotsky has taught us, should be a “bridge...
stemming from today’s conditions and
today’s consciousness of wide layers of the
working class and unalterably leading to one
final conclusion: the conquest of power by
the proletariat”.

It is not always easy to find such demands
in reality. So, instead, our movement has
often fallen into using make-believe substi-
tutes.

You formulate a demand which seems to
give a snappy answer to “today’s condi-
tions”. It is “agitational”. It “poses” the
issues “in the immediate”. And then you
construct the “bridge” by declaring that the
“real” meaning of this snappy agitational
demand is something much more revolution-
ary.

An example: kitsch-left agitation about the
European Union. You have a “do-it-now”
slogan — “Britain out of the EU”, or “no to
the euro”, or similar. It is popular, it seems
to give an immediate answer to the issues
posed by, say, the EU’s conservative mone-
tary regime, or its pro-privatisation regula-
tions.

And then you deflect the objection that
such slogans mean defence of a relatively
isolated Britain, or of the pound, by assert-
ing that the slogans “really” mean “For a
socialist united Europe!”

In any timescale relevant to considering
“Britain out of the EU” as an “immediate”
slogan, it simply does not mean a socialist
united Europe. Nor does “troops out now”,
or “troops out” “in the immediate”, mean
“organise a workers’ movement fighting for
real self-determination”.

The three want a “troops out” slogan
because it is “in the immediate”, no-
nonsense, do-it-now, “agitational”, and so on
— but at the same time they want to claim
that it is not simple or no-nonsense, and not
to be taken literally.

Q. Stop evading! If you don’t say “Troops
Out”, then you’re supporting the troops!
Acquiescing in imperialism!
A. No. We do not acquiesce in imperialism
in any way at all. The point is that we also
refuse to acquiesce in reactionary anti-impe-
rialism.

When Lenin and Trotsky opposed the
slogan “Down with the Versailles Treaty”,
raised by ultra-lefts in the early CP in the
early 1920s, and then again by the Stalinists
in the early 1930s, that did not mean that
they acquiesced in the Versailles Treaty. It
meant that they didn’t endorse (even implic-
itly, by way of a negative slogan) the imme-
diately-available alternative, war by
Germany against France and Britain (which
is, of course, how Hitler did actually bring
down the Versailles Treaty).

The trap here is thinking in terms of “what
do we tell George W Bush to do?” That is
not the question for us. Even when we pose
demands as demands “on” bourgeois govern-
ments, as we sometimes do, the essential
meaning of them, for us, is to guide work-
ing-class action.

BY DAVID BRODER

IN her reply to David Kirk’s criticism of
the Solidarity 3/128 editorial on
Israel/Palestine, Cathy Nugent

comments on the idea that we should not
put demands on bourgeois governments:

“… socialists have always made such
‘calls’ and made demands on bourgeois
governments, and in many dreadful circum-
stances — in order to organise movements
of opposition, to cohere groups of people
who share our basic politics, because these
demands/calls have the potential to create
mass movements, or because under pres-
sure bourgeois governments do act.”

This is correct when it refers to the neces-
sity of making demands for agitational
purposes. If the workers’ movement raises
slogans for Palestinian self-determination, it
can become a rallying point for working
class forces, who can hegemonise the demo-
cratic and national question and thus build
a third camp independent of the Israeli
state and the Palestinian leadership.
Socialists must argue (i) for working-class
unity and independence from other class
forces and (ii) for the workers’ movement to
take the lead in posing democratic demands
against the Israeli and Palestinian ruling

classes.
However, it is does not follow that a

simple expression of the sentiment “The
Israeli state really ought to allow the
Palestinians to have their own state” is
necessarily “third camp” in character. The
‘third camp’ is the organised working class
taking the lead in struggle, not just the idea
of a “two state solution” in itself. After all,
Fatah, Ehud Olmert, sections of Hamas and
George Bush all want a “two state solu-
tion”, but their projects are not similar to
our hope for a joint Arab-Jewish workers’
struggle for self-determination for all
peoples in the region. 

The fact that we do not just shout “down
with negotiations” or “down with diplo-
matic deals” when they happen does not
mean that we do not have our own politics
to push forward as well.

Yet the editorial in question made not a
single reference to workers’ struggle, the
working class or even trade unions, either
in the abstract or in the concrete. It did not
at any point mention the class struggle in
the region nor how national oppression and
democratic struggles relate to it. It read not
like an article in a Trotskyist paper but like
an Independent comment piece which
patronisingly “exposes” the Israeli govern-
ment’s “lack of proportion”. There was not

one word in the editorial which would have
been out of place in any liberal bourgeois
daily. 

This was the problem with the way the
editorial posed demands on the Israeli
government. Rather than stressing the
importance of working-class struggle to
force these demands to be fulfilled, it
suggested that it would be the Kadima
government which gifted Palestinian self-
determination. As “one of the most demo-
cratic societies in existence”, Israel “should
be correspondingly humane and enlight-
ened” and use its power to grant justice to
the Palestinians. No other agency of change
was mentioned, with the article appealing
to the Israeli élite to live up to their own
democratic credentials!

That is not an agitational demand. In
front of whom does the hypocrisy of Ehud
Olmert and the IDF need to be “exposed”?
I doubt that anyone who would buy our —
revolutionary socialist — paper, nor for
that matter the Palestinian workers and
unemployed masses, would have been too
impressed. We need to make the case for a
“third camp” in Israel-Palestine, not waste
paper with liberal musings about “dispro-
portionate” levels of violence.

Focus support on Palestinian workers

Iraq: don’t let the tail of
sloganising wag the Marxist dog

The three are falling into an
old, old trap of kitsch-
Trotskyist politics — the
demand which is
‘transitional... in your head’.”



Peter Burton continues his series on the
history of the blues

THE Second World War had meant mass
migration with papers like the Chicago
Defender and Pittsburgh Courier even

advertising for blacks to make the migration
north to a better life via the Illinois Central
and Highway 61. 

Blacks replaced white workers in Detroit,
Chicago and New York who had gone off to
fight in the wars. Migration also took place to
the defence industries in California and the
Western states, after the successful threat of a
March on Washington in 1963 by the
Brotherhood of Railway Porters against the
colour bar in these industries. (This became
the template for the famous march on
Washington in 63 for civil rights).

The blues came North too, but the acoustic
solo finger picking styles of the early blues-
men got kind of drowned out in the city  noise.
Muddy Waters modernized country blues,
making the sound bigger, louder, and hotter
than anything that had gone before 
Electric blues used amplified electric guitars,
electric bass, drums, and harmonica. Chicago
became a center for electric blues in the early
1950s. There were ensembles, no longer the
single Blues guitar player. 

Chicago blues was influenced to a large
extent by the Mississippi blues style, because
many performers had migrated from
Mississippi. 

Their style was characterized by the use of
electric guitar, sometimes slide guitar, harmon-
ica, and a rhythm section of bass and drums. J.
T. Brown, who played in Elmore James’s or J.
B. Lenoir’s bands, also used saxophones, but
more as “backing” or rhythmic support than as
solo instruments.

Little Walter and Sonny Boy Williamson
(Rice Miller) were well known harmonica (or

“harp”) players of the early Chicago blues
scene. Other harp players such as Big Walter
Horton were also influential. 

Howlin’ Wolf and Muddy Waters were
known for their deep, “gravelly” voices, and
competed with each other for dominance in
Chicagos’ South side blues clubs. 

Bassist and composer Willie Dixon played a
major role on the Chicago blues scene as a
fixer, advisor, player and composer at Chess
Records.

He composed and wrote many standard
blues songs of the period, such as Hoochie
Coochie Man, I Just Want to Make Love to You
(both penned for Muddy Waters) and Wang
Dang Doodle and Back Door Man for Howlin’
Wolf. 

Most artists of the Chicago blues style
recorded for Chess Records; other prominent
blues labels of this era included J.O.B.
Records and Vee-Jay Records.

In the 1950s, blues had a huge influence on
mainstream American popular music, and in
particular on the development of rockabilly.
While popular musicians like Bo Diddley and
Chuck Berry were influenced by the Chicago
blues, their enthusiastic playing styles
departed from the melancholy blues. 

Elvis Presley and Bill Haley were more
influenced by the jump blues and boogie-
woogie styles. They popularized rock and roll
within the white segment of the population.

Chicago blues also influenced Louisiana’s
zydeco music, with Clifton Chenier using
blues accents. Zydeco musicians used electric
solo guitar and Cajun arrangements of blues
standards. 

Elvis’s first hit at Sun Records under Sam
Philips was That’s all Right - an old Arthur
‘Bigboy’ Crudup blues number. Dallas-born T-
Bone Walker is often associated with the
California blues style, which is smoother than
Chicago blues. He was a transition between
the Chicago blues, the jump blues and swing
with some jazz-guitar influence. 

John Lee Hooker’s blues is more
“personal”, based on Hooker’s deep rough
voice accompanied by a single electric guitar.
Though not directly influenced by boogie
woogie, his “groovy” style is sometimes called
“guitar boogie”. His first hit Boogie Chillen
reached No 1 on the R&B charts in 1949.

By the late 1950s, the swamp blues genre
developed near Baton Rouge, with performers
such as Slim Harpo, Sam Myers and Jerry
McCain. Swamp blues has a slower pace and a
simpler use of the harmonica than the Chicago
blues. 

Songs from this genre include Scratch my
Back, She’s Tough and I’m a King Bee.
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Stuart Jordan reviews A Thousand Splendid
Suns, a novel by Khaled Hosseini

Dedicated to “the women of
Afghanistan”, this book tells the tale of
two women, Mariam and Laila, as they

grow up in the thirty or so years of bloody wars
and coups that have defined Afghanistan’s
recent history.

In sparse prose, the novel paints a picture of
these women as victims of misogyny and war,
being buffeted here and there by the working
out of political forces which they care little for
and cannot influence. Most striking, and to
Hosseini’s great credit, is the way in which he
portrays patriarchy, as the very real restrictions
imposed upon women through a regime of
extreme violence, isolation and fear.

As Afghanistan passes from one regime to
another, from the monarchy to Daoud’s repub-
lic to Stalinist imperialist rule, to the
internecine wars of the Mujahadeen and the
emergence of the Taliban, the patriarchal
system becomes more or less oppressive, show-

ing that women’s liberation is fragile and the
tide of misogyny can roll forwards as well as
backwards.

Throughout the book all the main characters
are portrayed as apolitical victims. This is true
for even the most abusive male character,
Rasheed, who regularly vents his misfortunes
and frustrations on his women.

The women meet the various tragedies in
their life with an incredible stoicism. Laila
reflects that before her marriage she “would
never have believed that a human body could
withstand this much beating”.

The situation under the Taliban is portrayed
as an impossible one for fomenting any kind of
political resistance to the Taliban or any kind of
political movement for women’s emancipation.

Laila and Mariam do resist the tyranny of
their husband and the patriarchal controls and
fight back at great personal cost. Their coura-
geous, but individual acts, give weight to the
old feminist adage “the personal is political”.
But this restriction to the individual sphere
lends the impression that all the regimes in

Afghanistan were all pretty much the same –
brutal tyrants with varying degrees of gender-
hatred – and that the average Afghan did not
care who was in control as long as there
weren’t bombs falling from the sky.

The only character that expresses any kind of
political opinion is a woman who is suffering
from some kind of nervous breakdown and
who is backing the Mujahedeen.

These politically apathetic characters suggest
that somehow the author, and the long-suffer-
ing, ordinary Afghans in the novel, occupy a
virtuous position removed from the petty world
of politics.

In fact, for Hosseini’s mind, this virtuous
position is the political space somewhere
between the Republicans and the Democrats,
the world of free market capitalism that was
carpet bombed into Afghanistan about seven
years ago. Hosseini’s father was an Afghan
diplomat who served both under the King Zahir
Shah and Daoud Khan and Hosseini himself is
now a Goodwill Envoy for the UN High
Commission for Refugees.

He forms a pact with his characters that they
will accept his more benign, liberal form of
imposed government from above because they
are too apathetic to want it otherwise (and if
they did want it otherwise they are probably
mad).

So this apolitical book actually carries an
extremely political message, albeit one that
Hosseini probably would not recognise
himself; the book that has political power
precisely because he pretends not to have a
political agenda.

A Thousand Splendid Suns is an incredibly
enjoyable and thought provoking read on
women’s liberation, political Islam and life in
Afghanistan. But if you want to know the real
politics of Afghanistan then you would be
better reading Workers’ Liberty 2/2, The
Tragedy of Afghanistan.

Afghanistan without politics?

About
not

giving in
FAZ VELMI WENT TO SEE THE GOSSIP AT
THE SHEPHERDS BUSH EMPIRE

THE Gossip’s riot girl inspired punk-soul
music has been a revelation ever since
it stormed the Indie music scene and its

third album, Standing in the way of control,
went stratospheric.

Lead singer Beth Ditto’s electrifying voice
and arresting onstage presence reminds you
exactly why.

Beth describes herself as “fat lesbian femi-
nist”. She appeared naked on the front of the
NME, and refused to play a gig at Top Shop,
slamming them for not making clothes for
“big girls and boys” and offering to design for
them.

It’s this out, proud and fuck-you attitude
that makes The Gossip’s gigs a riot of fat
guitar riffs and queer feminist inspired chutz-
pah. 

Crowd pleasers include Listen up!: “There’s
some people that you just can’t trust, some
people just talk to much!”; Your Mangled
Heart: “I don’t want the world, I just want
what I deserve”; and the gay love song Coals
to Diamonds: “I think I feel a little hurt, my
fists are turning coal to diamonds”.

But it’s the queer anthem, and last song of
the night, Standing in the way of control, that
sends the crowd - including me - ballistic. The
song is an ode to the queers of the US and
their fight against the homophobia unleashed
by bible-bashing George Bush.

As the first riffs of the song are struck by
lead guitarist Nathan Howdshell, Beth beck-
ons her fans onstage. Scrambling over a
barrier with the help of other eager gig-goers,
I manage to join her and a hundred other
bodies on stage as the first verse kicks in.
Your back’s against the wall
There’s no one home to call
You’re forgetting who you are
You can’t stop crying
It’s part not giving in
Part trusting your friends
You do it all again and I’m not lying
Standing in the way of control
We live our lives

The powerful-life affirming lyrics and feet-
stomping tune have made this The Gossip’s
signature song. Fans are eagerly waiting for
more of the same from the new album out in
October.

Early post-war blues

Afghan women organising for their rights

Beth Ditto

Howlin’Wolf



12 PLATFORM

How should student and labour movement
activists respond to fascists being given a
platform to speak — in student unions for
example? Do normal considerations about
“free speech” not apply? Tom Unterrainer
debates the issues.

COMRADES Adam and Beth are
committed student activists who spend
more time doing political activity than

they do on college work. The leader of the
British National Party (BNP) youth section is
a student at their college and has organised a
public meeting with party leader Nick Griffin.

Posters have gone up around campus and
leaflets have been distributed. The college’s
“free speech” policy allows for any and all
types of political meetings and both the
student union and administration have
declared that the meeting can go ahead with-
out official opposition. The comrades meet to
discuss an organised response:

A: We can’t have that filth from the BNP
parading around our campus telling racist lies.
Those people have no rights — we should shut
them up

B: What do you mean “shut them up”? Do
you really believe they have no rights? I think
we should hear them out, give them a plat-
form. The only way to counter their lies is to
engage them in debate. If free speech means
anything, it must apply to those we disagree
with. There can be no exceptions!

A: I don’t care if we violate their rights to
free speech. There are exceptions to every
rule. The BNP whips up racist sentiment, it
encourages and orchestrates violent attacks.

B: Are you saying that the college should
ban them? If we ask for an official banning
order, the college could just as easily ban our
meetings. I think the best thing to do is let
them have their say and take them up on the
issues. Students aren’t stupid, they’ll see
through the racist lies.

A: You just don’t understand, do you? These
people simply have no rights to free speech.
They fall outside the box of democratic free-
dom and civil liberties.

The issue being debated out by Adam and
Beth is a live one for students, trade
unionists and political activists. The

question of who is given a political platform,
who has the “right to speak” and how to
respond to organisations like the BNP is still
largely unresolved for many activists.

Yes, there are anti-fascist demonstrations.
Yes, most people in the National Union of
Students and labour movement oppose the
BNP, holocaust-deniers like David Irving,
racists, homophobes and other bigots. But if
you ask a selection of liberals, radical
activists, anti-fascists and socialists to explain
how to organise opposition to the BNP and on
what basis, you can expect a bewildering and
sometimes worrying array of answers.  

Beth’s views will be familiar to many of us.
Sections of the labour movement instantly
baulk at the idea of militant opposition,
whether it be against fascists or the state.

Those “Free Tibet” protesters who attacked the
Olympic Flame rather than stand chanting
behind police lines have been condemned for
their actions. Some Labour Party members and
officials oppose demonstrations against the
BNP because they fear stepping outside of
“legal norms” and claim that these actions
only give publicity to the fascists. 

For many liberals, complying with the “law”
of a bourgeois state is the first and only
concern in these matters. 

But of these two sets of opinions, Adam’s is
the most worrying. In practice his argument
dumps all rights to free speech. He claims that
because the BNP is a vile racist organisation,
it has no right to express its opinions. 

If Adam disagrees strongly enough with
someone or something, that person or organi-
sation should be silenced. This line of argu-
ment is based on what Hal Draper critically
termed the “hierarchy of values”. In Adam’s
hierarchy of values “free speech is only one
rung; stopping the [fascists] barbarism is a
higher value; therefore the right to free speech
must give way before this value” (Hal Draper,
Free Speech and Political Struggle).

This position boils the right to free speech
down to a selective, elitist determination — a
determination made by supposedly more
enlightened individuals, whether they be a
student activist or the state: “Within move-
ments of social dissent, there has always been
a strong or dominant wing of reformists and
reformers, on the one hand; and, on the other,
there have also been elitist and dictatorial
currents of radicalism or ‘revolutionism’ more
or less openly anti-democratic, often reflecting
the aspirations of alienated intellectuals for a
‘dictatorship of the intelligentsia’ which would
permit them to impose their own ‘hierarchy of
values’ on the society they detested. 

“Both of these have been quite distinct from
the third current of revolutionary socialism-
from-below” (Draper).

To insist that fascists have no right to free
speech and — worse — to insist that the state
ban them is a step away from consistent,
democratic principles. Socialists fight in the
here and now, develop demands and organisa-
tions based on our ideas: “There can be no
contradiction, no gulf in principle, between
what we demand of this existing state, and
what we propose for the society we want to
replace it, a free society.” To in any way aban-
don free speech is to abandon this fight.

The problem for Adam and Beth — and for
a good many real activists — is that combat-
ing fascism (or mounting political action
against reactionary organisations, institutions,
companies or individuals) is not a question of
free speech: “The question of free speech
comes alive in the context of social struggles,
and only juridical cretins can believe that all
social struggles are resolvable by any kind of
speech, free or otherwise. In the last analysis,
the more basic social struggles are not decided
by government rules or in the courts, but by
the contest of power.”

A strike, the struggle for civil rights or the

vote, a revolution — these are not questions of
free speech: “this does not mean that, once the
situation has become a contest of power, there
is no longer any question of free speech on
your own side of the lines, within your own
camp. There most certainly is. But the free-
speech issue is on longer an issue as between
the two sides that have broken out of the
framework of civil peace.”

When socialists are faced with the threat of
organised fascists — a very real threat not just
for ourselves but for the wider labour move-
ment, black people, immigrants and LGBT
people — we are not choosing whether or not
to negate their rights of free speech. The prob-
lem will not be solved by declaring our
morally superior values. When faced with such
a threat we move from the ground of normal
“civil peace” onto the ground of contested
power. 

Consider the rise of fascism in Weimar
Germany. Nazi thugs were allowed to operate
with relative freedom and where they were
arrested — for attacking Jews, communists
and trade unionists — their crimes were
treated lightly by Weimar judges, even in cases
of murder.

The Nazis were not given space to operate
on the basis of defending their rights to free
speech but because their actions were
approved of: “If the Nazi movement had
confined itself to speeches (including fascist

speeches), it would never have been the danger
it was. No rights to free speech had to be
curtailed by a millimetre in order to have an
abundance of grounds for rounding up the
entire Nazi leadership years before they
became a clear and present danger.”

Socialists do not organise opposition to
fascism because we object to their speech.
Fascists like the BNP do not seek out plat-
forms in student unions, do not hold public
meetings, paper sales, stand in elections etc...
because they want people to hear them speak.
The BNP is a political formation that organ-
ises to take power and all of their activities
work towards this aim. We oppose their
actions, not their speech. To repeat, the strug-
gle against fascism is a question of taking
sides in a contest of power. 

The idea of “No Platform” — literally the
stopping individuals and groups from getting a
platform — suffers from a number of interpre-
tations. Many of them are based on the ideas
set out above. Socialists favour “No Platform”
as one tactic against fascist activity, in the
right circumstances, but it is not our central,
guiding principle.

Rather, our basic policy is for a class mobil-
isation for socialism and a workers’ united
front for self-defence. In general we oppose
state bans because the laws behind any such
bans could easily be deployed against the
labour movement and revolutionary socialists.
Stopping a meeting in a “democratic space” —
such as a student union — is another matter.

In any case, “No Platform” is one possible
tactic, not a principle. Stopping fascist activity
is not a matter of silencing their ideas but of
preventing their plans for physical violence. If
“No Platform” is elevated to the guiding idea
and main tactic of anti-fascism there are two
negative potential consequences:

1. That the task of cutting the social roots of
fascism by socialism is abandoned and

2. As a principle it can lead to counter-
productive confrontation. An anti-fascist
campaign that concentrates on mobilising to
“No Platform” the BNP may well do so at the
expense of building within the labour move-
ment. 

“Revolutionary socialists... want to push to
the limit all the presuppositions and practices
of the fullest democratic involvement of the
greatest mass of people. To the limit: that is,
all the way. No progressive transformation is
possible except insofar as the largest mass of
plain people from way below in society start
moving. 

“And this movement both requires, and also
helps bring about, the fullest opening-up of
society to democratic controls from below not
their further restriction. It means the breaking
up of anti-democratic limitations and restric-
tions. It means the greater unleashing of new
initiatives from below” (Draper).

The question of free speech and No
Platform in the context of fascism is a political
test. A test that should be applied rigorously
within student politics, the labour movement
and anti-fascist activity.

TODAY one class, the working class, lives by selling
its labour power to another, the capitalist class,
which owns the means of production. Society is

shaped by the capitalists’ relentless drive to increase their
wealth. Capitalism causes poverty, unemployment, the
blighting of lives by overwork, imperialism, the destruction
of the environment and much else. 

Against the accumulated wealth and power of the capi-
talists, the working class has one weapon: solidarity. 

The Alliance for Workers’ Liberty aims to build soli-
darity through struggle so that the working class can over-
throw capitalism. We want socialist revolution: collective
ownership of industry and services, workers’ control and a
democracy much fuller than the present system, with
elected representatives recallable at any time and an end to
bureaucrats’ and managers’ privileges. 

We fight for the labour movement to break with “social

partnership” and assert working-class interests militantly
against the bosses.

Our priority is to work in the workplaces and trade
unions, supporting workers’ struggles, producing work-
place bulletins, helping organise rank-and-file groups.

We are also active among students and in many
campaigns and alliances. 

WE STAND FOR: 
• Independent working-class representation in politics.
• A workers’ government, based on and accountable to the
labour movement. 
• A workers’ charter of trade union rights — to organise, to
strike, to picket effectively, and to take solidarity action. 
• Taxation of the rich to fund decent public services,
homes, education and jobs for all. 

• A workers’ movement that fights all forms of oppression.
Full equality for women and social provision to free
women from the burden of housework. Free abortion on
request. Full equality for lesbian, gay and bisexual people.
Black and white workers’ unity against racism.
• Open borders.
• Global solidarity against global capital — workers every-
where have more in common with each other than with
their capitalist or Stalinist rulers.
• Democracy at every level of society, from the smallest
workplace or community to global social organisation.
• Working-class solidarity in international politics: equal
rights for all nations, against imperialists and predators big
and small. 
• Maximum left unity in action, and openness in debate. 

If you agree with us, please take some copies of
Solidarity to sell — and join us!

WHERE WE STAND

Free speech? Yes. Civil peace? No.

Our basic policy is for a class
mobilisation for socialism and
a workers’ united front front
for self-defence.

Nazi apologist David Irving — how do we
best organise against people like him



For earlier articles in this series, covering
the breakdown in 1968-9 of the old
Northern Ireland political system — the
biggest crisis in the UK state for many
decades — and the reactions of the left, see
www.workersliberty.org/node/10010.

BY SEAN MATGAMNA

THE eclipse of People’s Democracy [PD,
which had had a high profile as the left
wing of the civil rights movement in

1968-9] as any sort of organised force during
August 1969 revealed that all the talk of PD
as a mass movement was delusion, a confu-
sion of its reflection in the media with politi-
cal and organisational substance.

The leaders of IS [forerunner of the SWP,
which had links with the PD leaders] were
slower than PD itself to realise this, and that
things had changed fundamentally in August.
While Socialist Worker continued to talk of a
civil rights movement, Farrell and his friends
concluded that the old civil rights movement
was finished.

They turned PD into a structured small
socialist campaigning and propaganda organi-
sation. The exposure of what PD was in the
Cameron Report that came out in September
1969 left them little choice.

Disaffiliating from the Irish Civil Rights
Solidarity Campaign in November 1969, PD
continued its turn to the Stalinist-led
Republican movement that began in August.
IS dutifully followed in PD’s wake. 

The main text for this was an article in
Socialist Worker on 4 September 1969. These
were the general politics with which the IS
leaders faced the 6-7 September 1969 confer-
ence. After the conference, on 11 September,
Stephen Marks commissioned by the EC,
spelled out their line on British troops.

In SW’s new, post-August political phase,
trends that had been there all along were now
developed with a new clarity, Other trends
were there too. To some who have followed
the story so far, the IS leaders, with their
naive and unbridled subordination of all prin-
cipled political considerations to calculations

of organisational advantage, by way of their
connection with PD, may seem like political
simpletons — but simple and straightforward,
they never were! 

The SW front page of 4 September was
headlined: “Labour Backs Police Regime at
Stormont.”

By then it was plain that was not what
Britain was doing — except in the sense that
it was not going to abolish Stormont. The idea
that Britain was backing the specifically
Protestant-sectarian police-state character of
the old Northern Ireland, which was what the
headline said, was the opposite of the truth,
and anyone paying attention could not but
know that.

It was not the role of a socialist paper to
give the British Government credit in advance
for making desirable reforms, but it is always
the duty of any socialist paper to grasp what’s
happening and report it: otherwise it can not
do its prime job of teaching people to grasp
the realities of class society.

SW was giving great credence to the troops
which the Labour Government controls; yet in
its 4 September headline it said that those
who controlled the troops were intent on
maintaining not only Stormont but the old
Orange police state.

Of course, SW had been saying for some
months that troops would do just that, back up
the Orange diehards. So the current role of the
troops — soon to be described by SW as
giving the Catholics a “breathing space” —
was a blip in the role they must fundamentally
play?

A strap line above the headline warned:
“Callaghan: Soft Soap but no real action”. If
that was taken as not just agitational noise and
bluster, but as bearing meaning, then it was a
call for “real action” by the British govern-
ment — for British direct rule, which was the
only “real action” in political play which
“Callaghan” [the Home Secretary, James
Callaghan] was not obviously and openly
doing.

In that same Socialist Worker, 4 September
1969, just in time for the upcoming

International Socialists Conference (6 and 7
September) a man shot dead in a fight with
British forces in Dublin 49 years earlier, in
October 1920, came back to life — as SW’s
new analyst of Irish affairs, no less: “Sean
Treacy.” His politics hadn’t changed much, if
at all. He was still militantly nationalist and
Republican, of course — what else could one
expect? — yet still definitely on the left (the
Republican circle to which Treacy had
belonged were, according to their comrade
Eamonn O’Malley, on the left side of
Republicanism).

Under a strap line, “Illusions and
Utopianism on the Irish Question”, Treacy’s
first piece in SW was headlined: “Ulster’s
Jackboot Tyranny: why the British Left Must
Back Catholic Workers.”

It set out to denounce the rest of the British
left for insufficiently supporting “the inde-
pendence struggle”, the “Catholic workers”
and their “fighting organisations”, and
“Republicanism”. All this is background
music for IS’s switch to endorsing British
troops! We shall see what Treacy means by
“the independence struggle”, and the perspec-
tive he builds round that phrase.

Back  Catholic workers? He means the
Catholic community in Northern Ireland , but
the British Government too “backs” the
Catholic community, including the Catholic
workers — in its own way. What more is SW
demanding? The important difference is that
Westminster, while insisting on reforms, is
not backing the Catholics in a narrow, exclu-
sive, Protestant-demonising, sectarian, way,
and SW is.

Remember that SW agrees with Callaghan
on Partition. For IS, that is settled until the
workers North and South win power and
choose to unite the two Irish states. With all
his talk of “the independence struggle” and
“Republicanism”, Treacy never disavows that
stance.

Treacy: The “growth of the civil rights
movement” and “resistance to the Unionist
regime” embodies for British socialists
“immense responsibility and great opportuni-

ties... It has also put to the test the relevance
of their Marxism.” Forty-nine years dead and
only just reborn — and already he’s mastered
IS cant! Probably John Palmer, reputedly
some sort of family relation of Treacy’s, gave
him a crash course. 

What is happening in Northern Ireland?
“The ruling class is [attempting to] maintain
the status quo in Ulster.” The British
Government has taken over, but only to
preserve the “Unionist jackboot” regime. Poor
Treacy is obsessed with the Unionists. 

Nor has Treacy had a chance to catch up
with the British press. He says the British
press presents both sides in Northern Ireland
as “religious” and “equally irresponsible and
sectarian.” In fact, it doesn’t; it is pretty
solidly pro-Catholic, except perhaps the
Telegraph. SW, of course, knows that there is
nothing at all “irresponsible” or “religious” on
the Catholic side. 

Oddly, Treacy doesn’t point here to the
national oppression which is the root of
everything the Catholics fight against in
Northern Ireland as the fundamental, all-shap-
ing issue, as he might without departing from
the truth. His intense Catholic nationalism
still does not question Partition. 

The 26 County’s Fianna Fail Party too, he
notes, stresses the “Catholic” element in the
oppression of the northern workers and,
worse, says that they want to join “the
Southern regime, seeing it as the legitimate
heirs of the struggles for national independ-
ence.”

Fianna Fail’s pretence of Irish nationalist
virtue must be exposed! How? By demanding
that the Southern Government “open the arse-
nals” to the Northern Catholics and those in
the South who need guns to go to their aid. 

With the British army now in open control
of Northern Ireland, that would inescapably
mean the Dublin goverment arming some of
its citizens to go and fight the British Army as
well as the Unionists — wouldn’t it? And
Fianna Fail’s refusal to do so would expose it,
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14 SOLIDARITY

BY STUART JORDAN

SINCE October last year, London No
Sweat, has been holding regular pick-
ets of Tesco stores in the East End,

exposing the exploitation that lies at the root
of Tesco’s bumper profits and focussing
particularly on workers’ struggles in
Bangladesh. At our meeting in March Sam
Maher updated us on the situation in
Bangladesh.

The garment industry is key to the
Bangladeshi economy and to the global trade in
textiles. Employing 2.2 million workers (90%
of whom are women), the Bangladeshi textiles
industry is enormous, compromising 75% of
the country’s exports. Bangladesh’s outputs are
one fifth of the total global trade in textiles.
Much of the work is relatively unskilled, in the
ready-made garments (RMG) and knitwear
sectors, with workers sewing together ready-
made pieces of material after only the briefest
training.

The growth of this industry has created a
large body of young women workers from rural
backgrounds who have moved to and found
employment in the vast Free Trade Zones of
Dhaka. Commentators talk of a “silent revolu-
tion” taking place within Bangladesh, with
hundreds of thousands of young single women
living and working in the cities. However it has
also meant super-exploitation of workers in
terms of pay  and working conditions. A recent
War on Want report says factories in
Bangladesh are paying as little as 5p an hour,
and a working week of up to 96 hours a week’
poor health and safety regulations make the
factories “potential death traps”. The worst paid
workers get less than £8 a month for their work
— a third of the living wage in Bangladesh.

A tragic incident at the Spectrum factory in
2005, which saw 64 workers killed and 80
injured after the whole factory collapsed, shows
the reality of working conditions in
Bangladesh. Bosses are willing to cut corners
to make bumper profits and feed their stores in
the West regardless of human life. The factory
which was extended from a three storey to a
seven storey building without any attempt to
comply with building regulations. In the days
running up to the building’s collapse, there
were several reports by workers about cracks
appearing in the walls. The workers were told
to shut up and get back to work.

Bangladesh is also home to some of the most
militant labour movement activity in the world
today. The latest wave of protests, strikes and
riots began last September when more than
1,000 poverty-stricken clothes makers stormed
the Dhaka headquarters of Nassa, a chain of 28

factories, whose clients include Tesco, H&M
and Primark. Management had locked out
workers after refusing to pay them their tradi-
tional bonuses for working during the Eid festi-
val. This bonus is literally a couple of pence.

The workers went from factory to factory in
the Tejgaon region of Dhaka trying to get other
workers out. At the factory gates they were met
by security and police and so took to attacking
the factories buildings. Bangladeshi troops
were sent in to repress the demonstrations and
over 100 people were injured. Three workers
were arrested under the Emergency Powers
Act, giving them no right to bail, and the work-
ers demands remain unmet.

Throughout October and November there
were more demonstrations and riots as talks
with sweatshop owners over conditions and
setting the national minimum wage broke
down. Many strikes and demonstrations have
been spontaneous and in response to the arrest
of fellow workers. Owners of garment factories
have rolled out the usual arguments: workers’
demands are “unrealistic”, they would go out
of business, etc.. The bosses have increasingly
relied on the paramilitary; they want a perma-
nent industrial police force in the Free Trade
Zones. 

Bangladesh has a “caretaker” government
policing a “state of emergency” — which will
oversee national elections and a transfer of
power. A caretaker government is supposed to
administer for no more than 90 days, but as the
opposition party was not happy with the outgo-
ing government’s choice of “caretaker” the end
of 2006 saw a violent demonstrations and
industrial shut downs. The caretaker govern-
ment has now postponed the elections until the
end of the state of emergency, which has
outlawed political and trade union activity. 18
months later they are still in power.

These draconian laws have been used against
trade unionists and labour movement activists.
Last January, Mehedi Hasan of the Washington
DC based Workers Rights Consortium was
arrested and imprisoned without bail. This
arrest sparked an international campaign, which
secured his swift release and brought to atten-
tion eight other labour movement activists still
being detained.

In many ways, by arresting a high profile
activist, this was a two finger salute to the
international labour movement by the govern-
ment. It might also reflect some paranoia by
Bangladeshi bourgeoisie, feeling the pinch of a
potential global recession and the threat posed
by the growing RMG industries of Cambodia,
Viet Nam and China. Indeed, part of the
bosses’ propaganda blames the industrial unrest
on an international conspiracy to undermine the

industry.
On 30 January, two workers at World

Dresses Ltd., Mirapur, Dhaka were attacked
and beaten after being accused of conspiring to
steal from the company. One of the workers
Mohammed Khokton, died and the other was
seriously injured. When news spread of this
incident hundreds of workers demonstrated
outside the factory on Friday morning and
blocked the main road for two and a half hours.
When police baton-charged the crowd they
responded with stones and bricks. Ten workers
were injured and the remaining demonstration
dispersed when the para-military Rapid Action
Battalion arrived in the area.

We need to do all we can to support this
emerging workers’ movement. As things stand
at the moment it is very difficult to get a picture
of what is going on, not only because speaking
out against the industry is a criminal offence
but also because the movement seems to be
entirely separate from the official trade unions. 

In many cases, the actions appear entirely
spontaneous, without any definite aims or
demands. For the struggle to succeed the textile
workers need to organise a movement that can
forge collective demands. However, official
trade unionism, which is marked by bureau-
cracy and misogyny. does not seem a likely
vehicle and it is difficult to see a way to create
something fresh given the oppressive political
climate.

Nevertheless, London No Sweat will step up
the pressure on Tesco and other high street
stores. This year Tesco announced a 13%
increase in profits amounting to around £2.5
billion, levels of profit they can only maintain
by relying on brutal state violence abroad and
bureaucratic, “sweetheart-deal” unions like
USDAW at home. London No Sweat will do
we can to bring solidarity to the Bangladeshi
workers movement in its struggle against the
bosses and the state.

We will campaign for the immediate release
of the eight labour movement activists who are
still being held by the Bangladeshi authorities
and for the right to free association in
Bangladesh. And we will welcome with open
arms any attempt in the UK for shop workers
to organise against these super-exploitative high
street multi-nationals.

Solidarity with Bangladeshi Textile Workers!
Solidarity with Tesco workers of the world! For
the immediate release of labour movement
activists in Bangladesh! For free independent
trade unions!

• For more information contact Stuart on
stuartjordan32@hotmail.com or phone
07817595626

Why we picket Tesco
with reasonable nationalist-minded people

as distinct from unthinking chauvinists, as not
“really” nationalist?

This Treacy seems unable to comprehend
that the British Army is now in control in
Northern Ireland . Still in shock, probably. Or
maybe he is too fixated on the Orangemen to
notice that they no longer have uncontested
control in Northern Ireland.

For his first Socialist Worker assignment,
Treacy has been set to criticise the SLL [led
by Gerry Healy, the biggest and most active
would-be Trotskyist group in Britain at the
time] and Militant [forerunner of the Socialist
Party and Socialist Appeal].

“Socialists who oppose calls on the Free
State to arm the northern workers have to
understand the relationship of their regime to
the struggle for national independence.” There
is a struggle for national independence in
Ireland? This is news to Socialist Worker
readers, who have been told that the border
must remain until socialism. Treacy brings in
“national independence”, but not by question-
ing the previous acquiescence in Partition —
instead, by blurring and blending “national
independence” and socialism as if they are the
same thing.

Evidently Treacy has been influenced by
the Republican movement of 1969, who have
been marching around Dublin — and in
London, Treacy’s relation, John Palmer
marching with them — calling distractedly for
guns. Pity this man Treacy wasn’t reading SW
in June, when no one gave Eamonn McCann
an argument in reply to his repudiation of the
“southern arsenals” demand.

And how does he think the 26 County State
will deliver the guns to the Northerners, when
the rebellious Catholic-Nationalist areas are
tightly surrounded by British troops? Newly
revived, Treacy has not had a chance to think
of things like that.

He is angry with the SLL’s Newsletter, and
with the Militant, for opposing the call to
“open the arsenals” in the South. Newsletter
and Militant, he writes, reflect “ruling-class
propaganda”, and make “banal analogies”.
They go on as if class struggle “is in some
mysterious way quite unconnected with the
struggle of the Republican workers against
Orange Unionism...”

He hasn’t time to spell out how exactly they
are connected. He leaves the reader with the
impression that they are the same thing. Here
he is, like John Palmer, a “Catholic
Economist”, someone who sees the Catholic
struggle as sufficient for socialist politics in
the same way as the “Economists” in the
Russian socialist movement of around 1900
saw working-class economic struggle as all-
sufficient.

He also hasn’t understood that the only way
that the impetus of the communal/national
Catholic struggle against “Unionism” can
mesh into class struggle is if the Catholic
workers are politically independent from the
Catholic middle class, and if they advocate a
rational programme for a democratic modus
vivendi between the Catholic and Protestant
populations in Northern Ireland and on the
island — that is, if the Catholic struggle is
integrated into a coherent working-class
programme as one of its democratic aspects.

A “very British” lack of understanding of
the national question in the Irish struggle
leads left wingers “into the ruling class trap”,
declares Treacy! But Treacy doesn’t himself
tell the reader what the national question is,
what is to be done about it. He doesn’t notice
that the national question — concretely, parti-
tion — has not been one of the objectives for
which Northern Catholics have mobilised. He
doesn’t know that IS de facto supports
Partition.

If only we’d had Sean Treacy over here
early in 1969 when the Trotskyist Tendency
[forerunner of AWL] needed his help to
convince Cliff, Palmer and the rest of the IS
National Committee that the national question
couldn’t be avoided! Better late than never,
and at least we’ll have his help against the
EC’s panic-stricken dropping of its old
“Troops out” focus. Won’t we?

Treacy: “The Newsletter bemoans that ‘the
authorities want to take away the right to
demonstrate from both Catholics and
Protestants.’ No socialist can equate the rights
of civil rights marchers against the jackboot
tyranny of Unionism with Paisleyite mobilisa-
tions for onslaughts on the Catholic commu-
nity”. True, indeed; yet here it is a roundabout
way of implying that the troops do only good
for now.

“Socialists who oppose calls on the Free



State to arm the Northern workers have to
understand the relationship of this regime to
the independence struggle.” The Free State
government would arm only the Northern
workers? Treacy doesn’t know that Free
State plain-clothes army officers already in
Northern Ireland are throwing Dublin’s
support, money, guns, influence behind the
right wing, Catholic and small bourgeois
forces in the Catholic areas? Hasn’t had time
to hear the rumours, probably. Or maybe he
knew and has forgotten it, or heard it in
some newspaper office and knows you can’t
believe a word a bourgeois journalist says.

Treacy hasn’t had time to read the files of
SW and understand that the IS line that parti-
tion must continue until all Ireland is social-
ist? Or maybe this is a hidden polemic
against Cliff, Palmer, Marks, and the EC?

Palmer (sorry, Treacy): The idea that
Catholic and Protestant are equal leads the
same “left wingers to sing the praises of
interdenominational vigilance committees set
up ‘to establish peace and law and order’.”
The Vigilance Committees are only an
attempt by factory owners to preserve their
property.

But, whatever their motive, wasn’t it to the
good if they damped down and limited
Catholic-Protestant sectarian conflict? Isn’t
the attitude here the same, essentially, as the
earlier hostility to the reforming liberal
Unionists as the “main enemy”.

No— remember, this isn’t sectarian
conflict. Not in any degree at all. All the left-
wing talk of the Newsletter and Militant,
Treacy insists, is only a way of refusing soli-
darity to “the fighting organisations of the
anti-Unionist resistance movement.”

What “fighting organisations”? Perhaps
the ad hoc neighbourhood groups that fought
on the barricades? Those are now dissolving
under the pressure of the politicians and of
the offer of British soldiers as alternative
protection against the Paisleyites.

Or does he mean the IRA? He will criti-
cise the IRA leadership for its feebleness in
mid-August, but that is not all of the IRA.

In fact there were important movements
(of which the Vigilance Committees were
part) to smother sectarianism — amongst
workers, for instance, in the Belfast ship-
yards. On the initiative of the shop stewards,
a mass meeting of workers in mid-August
decided to keep sectarian conflict out of the
yards. And they did.

One of the few things the IS leaders and
the Trotskyist Tendency agreed on was in
seeing such things as not fundamental to the
situation. That was true, but I now think we
undervalued them, seriously. I will discuss
that separately. 

Treacy: “Of course, the objective class
position of the Protestant and Catholic work-
ers is the same, even though Protestant
workers are relatively privileged. But

Marxists cannot ignore the subjective factor
of political ideology.”

As with many US white workers “false
consciousness” places “ large numbers of
Protestant workers... on the side of reaction.”
If revolutionary socialists refuse to “back
Catholic workers... even within the terms of
the present struggle”, then they “retard the
political evolution of Protestant workers.”

This might make sense if only we knew
what he was talking about. It is a pity Treacy
doesn’t know about the disputes in IS before
August — and a pity that John Palmer
neglects to tell him about them.

Anti-Unionist struggle means what?
Opposition to the very existence of the 6
County Unionists, that is to the Protestant
community? Treacy’s new comrade Stephen
Marks will soon, in SW, dismiss them as
“colons”.

Only to the Unionist Party? Back which
Catholic workers — politically speaking?
Only the workers? For what goals? Irish
unity? What else can the “independence
struggle” mean? The “independence strug-
gle” and the socialist working-class struggle
are the same thing? This Treacy is something
of a populist-nationalist in the manner of the
old Russian Social-Revolutionaries.

Unlike the Protestant-Unionist workers,
the Catholics’ “ideology” is sound, or
adequate? How, in political, social, “ideolog-
ical” terms can the struggle of the Catholics
educate the Protestant workers? Educate
them to Irish nationalism? Catholic national-
ism? Socialism? But, except for a handful,
the Catholic workers are not socialists.

Treacy is elaborating a new line for IS by
ignoring the recent history of the group.
That’s what he has been resurrected to do.
After all, John Palmer, say, couldn’t do it
with any credibility.

But at least Treacy understands the need
for a Marxist party — sort of. What is most
urgent in Ireland now “is the establishment
of a revolutionary socialist political centre”.
Thousands “of militant Republican workers
“are moving left”. Marxists can “accelerate
this process by having a clear, distinctive
political identity.”

But Sean, astóir — what is happening now
is that IS, following PD, is abandoning its
distinct political identity, in so far as it had
one, and trying to merge itself politically
with the Stalinist “left” Republicans,
mimicking them, adopting their terminology
about national resistance, etc.

PD itself had no distinctive political pres-
ence — and indeed very little presence at all
— in mid-August. The IS leadership thinks
that the way to win the thousands of republi-
cans turning left is to mimic them! That’s
what you are called back to life to help them
put over, Sean.

This is a political conga-dance, PD hold-
ing on to the nether parts of the Stalino-

Republicans and IS desperately holding on
to PD.

Treacy: For revolutionary socialists “it is
their duty to give the political lead which can
help turn the struggle from a defensive one
against extreme reaction to an offensive one
against the bastions of capitalist power —
north and south.” Inspiring phrases!
Abracadabra! All will be changed, changed
utterly! This is very good news indeed — if
it is true.

But maybe Treacy has let himself be influ-
enced too much by the “method” of the SLL.
How does he think all this wonderful work
can be accomplished? It has to be one of two
things. Either he is talking about the long,
long, long term, many years or decades. Or
he has some idea of how this can happen
soon — of things to do to bring it to imme-
diate life.

Does he? No! The SR-anarchist phrase-
shouting disguises that — perhaps for Treacy
too.

What does he conclude from the perspec-
tives he outlines? Treacy: “Irish Marxists
cannot therefore, stand on the sidelines of
this so-called ‘communalist’ struggle. They
have to be unconditionally Republican.”

But hold on, comrade Treacy! The
“communalist” struggle — the struggle of
the Catholic community — is identical to
Republicanism? Only if Republicanism here
is a vague, almost sub-political tradition, a
communal identification more than a
programme. In fact, that is what it is in
Northern Ireland now.

“Republican” is a euphemism. Treacy
means Catholic, as the Catholics are. He
means Catholic nationalist, in any of its wide
range of manifestations, up to rabid sectari-
anism.

Marxists, he insists, must draw lessons for
the Republican workers “from the political
attitudes” of the “utterly discredited official
middle-class republican movement... The
leadership of the IRA has been unable to
back their Marxist-sounding words with
action.”

Treacy has picked up the mood of revul-
sion in Catholic Ireland at the unprepared-
ness of the IRA leaders for the August erup-
tions, and their bluster to try to disguise it —
the revulsion that will lead to the splitting off
of the conventionally-minded, very Catholic
and in general right-wing Provisional IRA in
about 10 weeks’ time.

But what “action” does Treacy say the
Marxist-sounding words of the IRA leaders
should have led them to? Organise a serious
invasion of the Six Counties from the South?
Have more guns in stock in Northern
Ireland? Have anticipated the eruption? (But
those others who speak “Marxist-sounding”
words, the leaders of IS for instance, didn’t
foresee it either! Far from it.)

Treacy is not entirely unaware of inade-
quacies on his own side. He now, without
naming them, offers advice to PD: “It is the
duty of Marxists working with Republicans
to make absolutely clear their Marxist
perspectives, even at the cost of initial
distance from them.” Indeed. But first they
must have them — have “Marxist perspec-
tives” rooted in an analysis of the reality in
which they exist.

IS has none — other than militancy and
mimicry. How, politically, could the politics
of verbal adaptation to Republicanism (and
to the Stalino-Republicans) offer an alterna-
tive to the amorphous nationalism-republi-
canism-sectarianism that is the dominant
political creed of the Six Counties Catholics?
Treacy neglects, as we have seen, to say
what exactly “the independence struggle”
which he invokes means...

Treacy: Marxists have to work through
mass movements such as the trade union
based Citizens’ Committee. “For the opening
up of a Second Front in the South... The
defeat of the Southern Green Tories, includ-
ing the seizure of British factories and
estates in ransom against Irish lives in the
North, would enable the beleaguered
Republican communities to break out of
their ghettoes.”

This incoherent welter of good-sounding,
empty, politically deceptive phrases — what
Lenin called “phrase-mongering — shows
that Sean Treacy, alas, though a socialist, is
more like a survivor from the Russian Social
Revolutionary Party than a Marxist.

Defeat the Green Tories? Overthrow the
capitalist class regime in the 26 Counties?
For sure that would transform the situation
and open up possibilities that for now can

only be dreamed of. This is going to be done
in the more or less immediate period —
how?

If nationalist-minded workers seize a few
British-owned enterprises in the South? The
Irish bourgeoisie is in itself only gossamer-
flimsy? Not a ruling class capable of putting
up a serious fight? It will quickly dissolve
before a “left” (in fact, Stalinist-populist-
nationalist) Republican onslaught?

It is difficult to know what is being said
here. Seizures of British factories would trig-
ger a general rising of the Southern working
class against capitalism? How would such
seizures of a few factories and farms help the
Northern Catholics break out of their ghet-
toes, either social or political?

Ransom for “Irish lives”? To make the
British or the Unionists do what? Does
Treacy believe that his readers see Britain as
slaughtering Catholics left right and centre in
Belfast and Derry, in close alliance with the
RUC and the B-Specials “Ransom for Irish
lives”? And what are the Orangemen? Not
Irish?

In fact seizures of British factories in the
South in political solidarity with the
Northern Ireland Catholics could not but
alarm and inflame Northern Protestant-
Unionist workers. Unless the Protestants
were to melt into thin air, or surrender, this
is just a variant of calling for civil war.

To achieve any of the objectives of the 6
County — or 32 County — Catholics, such
civil war would have to go on to conquer the
Northern Protestants, using as much force as
necessary against the Protestants and the
British Army. It would mean repartition of
Northern Ireland. Politically this is “SR-
anarchist” gobbledygook!

Treacy: In Britain Marxists “must be the
most consistent supporters of solidarity at all
levels... The Northern resistance movement
must not be placed in the hands of its
‘friends at Westminster’.”

In fact the means of getting Northern
Catholics to trust Westminster is the army,
which will persuade the Catholics to aban-
don self-reliance and trust its defence against
sectarian attack to “the impartial soldiers”.
Therefore, in the context of IS’s overall poli-
tics, which soon see it openly championing
the troops as the barricades are coming down
in Belfast, this talk of combatting trust in
Westminster is also is gobbledygook.

Treacy accepts most of the politics of the
Northern Ireland Catholics’ “friends” at
Westminster, the Campaign for Democracy
in Ulster, which speaks for about 100 Labour
MPs. He seems even to agree with them
about direct rule, though he never uses that
expression, and SW will never explicitly
advocate it.

The Communist Party and its Connolly
Association “peddle illusions... in the will-
ingness or ability” of the Labour
Government “to effectively remove the
source of oppression and discrimination in
Ulster — Unionist political power.”

The problem is that that power has mass
support in the Northern Ireland  majority. It
will take 40 terrible years to create a
Protestant willingness to share power within
Northern Ireland. In 1969 what Treacy advo-
cates means, can only mean, either direct
rule from Westminster, which is what the
Labour MPs want, or a united Ireland, or re-
division of the 6 Counties.... “From below”
here means the latter, by civil war.

What does Treacy expect? He sees the
possibility of a “mass campaign for direct
solidarity with the Northern Ireland Civil
Rights movement (including the possibility
of widespread industrial action)”. By
contrast the Connolly Association
“attempt(s) to channel the movement
towards Parliament”.

PD will soon tell them that the old civil
rights movement has no future. Treacy:
“Socialists and the Northern Ireland Civil
Rights Association must not add to the
confusion which [the SLL and the Militant]
have sowed in Britain” (We have our own,
thanks!) We must press for “a united
campaign based on the organised strength of
the British and Irish workers to back the
resistance movement in Northern Ireland”.

Resistance to what? The Unionist state,
after the British Army has politely gone
home, after the Catholics are armed and tell
them to go...

“This is an integral part of the struggle in
Ireland to regroup revolutionaries in the fight
for a socialist workers republic.”Ah! This is
just a piece of “positioning”...
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BY PATRICK MURPHY, NATIONAL UNION OF
TEACHERS (NUT) EXECUTIVE, PERSONAL
CAPACITY

On 1 April the NUT National Executive
received the results of the ballot for a
one day strike to protest at the continu-

ing cuts in teachers’ real pay. When the result
was known there was no hesitation in agreeing
to call the action on 24 April. Indeed the vote to
proceed with a strike was unanimous. 

We now need to ensure that the first national
teachers’ strike for 21 years is as successful as
possible. All NUT members in all schools are
asked to take part in the action. Every NUT
member is now protected by this ballot and is
fully entitled to take part. 

Unions representing other teachers and
support staff have made it clear at a local level
that they will advise their members not to do
any work on 24 April which would normally be
done by NUT members. It is also illegal for
supply agencies to allow their staff to be used to
cover for teachers on strike. 

Taking action will be effective no matter how
strong the NUT is in any individual school.
Teachers not yet in the NUT can join at a
reduced rate at any time before 24 April and
take part in the action.

24 April needs to be a day of visible protest
and strength. In many schools union members
are making their own banners. Every major
town and city is likely to have a rally during the
morning and these will be an opportunity to
demonstrate the potential for a united public
sector battle on pay.  The biggest rally is likely

to be at Central Hall Westminster in London,
but major rallies will also take place in Leeds,
Birmingham, Liverpool and Bristol amongst
other places. 

Most NUT branches are inviting speakers
from the PCS, UCU and Unison to build links
across the trade union movement and promote
the idea of a generalised fight-back. It is very
likely that UCU members in the Further
Education sector will be on strike over pay on
the same day and it is also possible that PCS
members will be out. If over half a million
public sector workers are on strike on 24 April
the campaign for a united battle on pay will
have received a tremendous boost. On 8 April
Unison’s NJC for Local Government workers
voted to recommend a rejection of yet another
below-inflation offer for their members. It took
months of determined campaigning to achieve
this outcome last year, and even then a ballot for
action was openly sabotaged by a leadership
which did not want a fight. The difference this
year is that another union has taken a lead and
created a momentum which makes it harder for
union leaders to avoid making a stand. We must
keep that momentum going.

Having said all of that, 24 April will not be
enough. Further action will certainly be needed
and not only from the NUT. The rallies should
hold indicative votes on further action and
members attending should be encouraged to go
back to their workplaces and argue for members
of the other unions to join them in the fight. The
unity of the day should be translated into local
pay committees designed to keep local and
national unions on a permanent war footing.

There is now a further significance of 24

April for NUT members. Tragically and
suddenly, the Union’s General Secretary, Steve
Sinnott died of a heart attack on 5 April. His
death has stunned activists across the political
spectrum in the Union. 

He was politically a supporter of the Broadly
Speaking group in the NUT whereas Workers
Liberty teachers support the Socialist Teachers
Alliance (STA) and Campaign for a Democratic
and Fighting Union (CDFU). Unlike his prede-
cessor, however, he treated the left as people
with a lot to contribute to the union. 

He openly borrowed ideas and sought advice
on tactics and strategy. He cleverly used the
initiative and militancy of left-wing Executive
members at a national branch secretaries’ meet-
ing in January to enthuse and organise the more
cautious and reluctant activists and convince
them that action was possible. He treated his
political opponents with respect and earned a
good deal of respect from us in turn. His role in
developing this campaign and building this
strike was immense. 

Many of us wanted it to happen earlier, but
there were many at the top of the union who
weren’t convinced it should happen at all. Steve
Sinnott, as it turned out, wasn’t one of those. He
played the decisive role in convincing doubters
that action was necessary. 

When he heard that Wales and the North East
of England were reluctant to campaign fully for
action he promptly took himself off to those
areas to persuade and cajole them. 

He could have used their caution to dampen
and frustrate our militancy. Instead he used our
confidence and militancy to shift the inertia and
timidity. He was successful, and the yes vote
shows that as it could not have been achieved
without the involvement of all parts of the union
and not just the traditional left-wing areas. 

If he was still with us we could continue the
argument about whether reducing the strike to
one-day from “discontinuous” was too high a
price to pay for that, and whether and how
quickly we can move to a ballot for further
action. He won’t be around for that debate, but
every NUT activist I have spoken to feels that
he deserves immense credit and respect for the
role he played in putting our union in the fore-
front of the battle on public sector pay. The best
tribute to that work is to make 24 April as big
and energetic as possible. 

• The University and College Union is
currently balloting for strike action on 24 April.
PCS members in the Department for Transport
and maybe ofther departments are due to strike
on 24 April, as are Birmingham council work-
ers. Details of union rallies on 24 April at
www.workersliberty.org/node/10385
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BY MIKE SAMBO, INTERNATIONAL
SOCIALIST ORGANISATION ZIMBABWE

The ISO is linked to the SWP. We do not
agree with much of the analysis, particu-
lar the comrades' call to critically support
the MDC, and will respond in the next
issue of Solidarity, but we print their call
as an act of solidarity.

Zimbabwe is at a cross roads as both
Zanu PF and the MDC square up for
a presidential run off. The 29 March

elections shook Mugabe as the opposition
scooped many more parliamentary seats
than he had anticipated. Morgan Tsvangirai's
MDC won 99 seats to Zanu PF's 97, with
six for the other MDC faction; in the upper
house the two groups are tied 30-30.

There can be no doubt that the elections
posed the need for a radical left force in
opposition to the MDC. Nonetheless,
congratulations to the poor of this country
who have spoken clearly to tell Mugabe they
want a change.

Contrary to our earlier predictions, people
came out in large numbers to support the
MDC even in rural areas, where we had
thought Mugabe would maintain his
support.  Both urban and rural people voted
with their stomachs. It is hunger caused by
the deepening economic crisis that made
people throw their support behind the MDC.

Our previous position had been to actively
campaign against the elections, for three
main reasons. Firstly, we were convinced
that Mugabe would not surrender power, but
make sure he won by hook or by crook.
Secondly, we shared the conviction of other
civil society groups that the chances of an
MDC victory under the current constitution,
which gives Mugabe extensive power to
manipulate the electoral process, were very
slim. 

Lastly, we were clear that Mugabe, even if
he did win, has no solution to the crisis
facing the country. His only options were to
make an elitist settlement and create a
government of national unity with the MDC
as a junior partner - or, less likely, to adopt a
more “radical” stance and try to survive
under the Cuba or North Korean model. The
only alternative was a social uprising by the
oppressed and exploited from below.

We condemned the elections because they
were being used to suffocaet the possibility
of an imminent social revolution. Mugabe
wanted elections to determine who would
have the upper hand in a government of
national unity.

We are being vindicated, in that as I write
the Minister of Legal and Parliament affairs
has announced on national TV that the
MDC has despatched emissaries to negotiate
a unity deal with the Zanu PF.

However, we were wrong to underesti-
mate the eagerness of the working people
for change. We thought the building of anti-
neo-liberal alternatives like the People's
Convention had priority rather than mobilis-
ing support for the MDC.

Pay revolt on
24 April

Kick
out

Mugabe!

Continued on page 2

Teachers say 75% ‘Yes’ to strike!


